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1 Introduction 

“This is the very spot I was standing when I figured out how to 
recombine epsilon particles in a sub-space matrix. Then I got mugged 
by some teenagers.” (Dr. Felger, Stargate SG-1, episode 7-09.) 

The preceding line is from the Canadian–American science fiction television series 

Stargate SG-1, summarising in two sentences the both techno-scientific and 

entertainment-oriented nature of the series. This Master’s thesis explores the 

translation decisions that audiovisual translators of Stargate SG-1 have made when 

subtitling the series for a Finnish audience. I will concentrate on the translation 

techniques they have employed when translating neologisms, that is, words or 

expressions that are completely new and not yet part of standard language, or new 

meanings  for  already  existing  words  or  expressions.  I  will  thus  focus  on  the  

translation of such vocabulary in Stargate SG-1 that either does not exist outside the 

imaginary world of the series at all, or does exist but has a different meaning in 

normal context than it does in the series. As my corpus, I have gathered all 

neologisms  and  their  Finnish  translations  from  the  DVD  publication  of  the  seventh  

season of Stargate SG-1. 

Stargate SG-1 aired originally from 1997 to 2007, for ten seasons in 

total. The plot evolves around an object called Stargate that enables instant space 

travel from Earth to faraway planets through a wormhole. At the centre of the action 

is  an  American  military  unit  consisting  of  soldiers  and  researchers  who  explore  the  

distant cultures that they encounter during their travels, obtaining knowledge and new 

technologies as the years go by. As space travel does not take years and years in the 

series  but  in  fact  mere  seconds,  the  plotline  goes  side  by  side  with  the  real  current  

time of planet Earth, which gives the series a realistic feeling. I chose Stargate SG-1 

for the basis of my research not only because of my personal interest in the series, but 

also exactly because of the way the show intertwines current reality with science 

fiction, resulting in the presence of both authentic and fictitious vocabulary. Hence a 
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subtitler has to find correct translations for terms that already exist, and at the same 

time invent Finnish equivalents for words that do not exist outside the fictional world 

of the series. This is an interesting challenge for the subtitler, who will need both 

information-seeking skills and imagination. 

I will begin my thesis with theoretical background. First, I will ponder 

what types of texts constitute as science fiction, and how the science fiction genre 

differs from other genres from the point of view of a translator. Next, I will look more 

closely at neologisms and the techniques available for their translation, concentrating 

especially on Lucía Molina and Amparo Hurtado Albir’s study on translation 

techniques. I will then move on to introduce Gideon Toury’s law of growing 

standardization that I will later compare to my corpus to see whether it applies to the 

English–Finnish subtitling of Stargate SG-1 neologisms. The law proposes that such 

textual items of a source text that would seem strange in a target language tend to be 

modified  into  more  standard  language  in  translation.  I  will  also  consider  Henrik  

Gottlieb’s hypothesis on genre normalization in subtitling. According to Gottlieb, 

standardization leads to genre normalization, a phenomenon where a translated text 

becomes a more conventional example of a genre than the original source-language 

text was. Finally, I will further familiarise the reader with Stargate SG-1 and 

contemplate on questions concerning the subtitling of the series.  

In the empirical part of this thesis, I will analyse the translations that I 

have gathered from Stargate SG-1.  I  will  show  what  kind  of  translation  techniques  

have been used for the translation of neologisms and ponder why certain techniques 

have  been  preferred  to  others.  I  will  also  discuss  some  of  the  differences  in  the  

translation strategies of the two translators that have subtitled the Stargate SG-1 

episodes in question. 

Through my research I have wished to test whether Toury’s law of 

growing standardization applies to the translation of science fiction neologisms, and 

to perhaps shed some light on the specific challenges that science fiction as a genre 

imposes on a translator, especially in a subtitling setting where text space is limited 

and  the  translator  has  to  take  into  consideration  not  only  how  to  find  a  proper  
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equivalent for a certain term but also how to fit the term into the television screen. 

My instinct has been that as strange vocabulary is exactly one of the things that make 

science fiction what it is, neologisms would not be among the first elements to be 

standardized in subtitling. My hypothesis is that instead of subtitlers standardizing 

science fiction neologisms when transferring them from the source language to the 

target language, they would strive to keep the translations of these words or 

expressions as close to the originals as possible. 

There are only few previous studies on science fiction subtitling, which 

adds to the interest of my topic. There are some studies on the translation of science 

fiction literature and on the dubbing of science fiction series or films, but subtitling 

the genre is still a very new territory for study. 

2 Theoretical background 

In this chapter I will present the theoretical framework for my study. I will start with 

a short overview of science fiction, and will then move on to describe translation 

challenges that are characteristic to the science fiction genre, in particular neologisms. 

I will also ponder whether genre affects the translation decisions that an audiovisual 

translator  makes  when  working  with  a  translation.  Finally,  I  will  introduce  Gideon  

Toury’s law of growing standardization and Henrik Gottlieb’s theory on genre 

normalization in subtitling. 

2.1 What is science fiction? 

The Oxford English Dictionary (OED Online) defines science fiction as “imaginative 

fiction based on postulated scientific discoveries or spectacular environmental 

changes, frequently set in the future or on other planets and involving space or time 

travel”. Science fiction scholars, however, have not reached a consensus on how to 

define the genre in a watertight way. In fact, the subject is still fiercely contested 

(Roberts 2006: 37). Everyone, whether a scholar or a casual consumer of science 
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fiction, may have their own, slightly different image of the genre. Casual consumers 

have probably formed their general idea of it based on a number of earlier samples of 

science  fiction  that  they  have  seen  or  read;  scholars  for  their  part  try  to  form  a  

universal definition that would not leave room for questions and criticism, although 

they are aware of the fact that this could be simply impossible.   

One proposal for a comprehensive definition of science fiction has been 

made by the renowned science fiction critic Gary Westfahl. He has aimed for a 

definition – or ‘description’ as he prefers to call it – that would not limit the genre too 

much but would instead “account for all the forms of writing that have been regularly 

published under the aegis of science fiction” (1998: 299). His description goes as 

follows: 

Science fiction is a twentieth-century literary genre consisting of texts 
labelled ‘science fiction’ which manifest the following characteristics: 
1. In  theory,  the  genre  explicitly  or  implicitly  claims  that  each  of  its  

texts has these three interrelated traits: 
A. It is a prose narrative; 
B. It includes language which either describes scientific facts, or 

explains or reflects the processes of scientific thought; and 
C. It  describes  or  depicts  some  aspect  or  development  which  does  

not exist at the time of writing 
2. In practice, the genre embraces, or is accompanied by, two types of 

texts:  texts  which  have  all  three  of  the  listed  traits,  or  texts  which  
have only two of the three listed traits. [...] 

(ibid. 298) 

This definition brings two questions to my mind. First, when Westfahl refers to 

science fiction as a ‘literary genre’, surely he includes in this definition science fiction 

films, television series and other similar material? As these are usually based on 

manuscripts (i.e. written material), they are probably automatically considered as 

literary texts. Otherwise Stargate SG-1,  a  series that  is  without doubt science fiction 

as we will later see, would not be part of the genre according to Westfahl’s 
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perception, and in that case a revision of the description would be in order. I presume, 

however, that Westfahl accepts films, television series et cetera in his description. 

  Second, Westfahl states that any two features of the following three – 

prose narrative, scientific language and non-realistic subject matter – suffice to make 

a text science fiction. However, a text that is in prose narrative and includes scientific 

language could as well be a romance novel about doctors and nurses in sunny 

California. The only thing that prevents this kind of interpretation is Westfahl’s 

explanation in the beginning of his description that science fiction consists of “texts 

labelled ‘science fiction’” that then have two or three of the afore-mentioned traits. In 

other words, a text is science fiction if it has the three traits that Westfahl has listed, 

and if it is additionally considered to be science fiction.  

This does not sound like a very explicit definition of a genre, as people 

can have very different ideas on what should be considered science fiction and what 

not. Westfahl’s perception of science fiction is enlightening and has several valid 

points, but his theory is still arguable among scholars, signalling how difficult it is to 

pinpoint the genre. It is equally difficult to agree on when and where science fiction 

first emerged. In one way or another, humans have been interested in things such as 

space and other worlds for centuries, for millennia even, although writings 

resembling our present-day idea of science fiction only started emerging from the 

17th  century  onwards.  Writers  such  as  Mary  Shelley,  Edgar  Allan  Poe,  Jules  Verne  

and H. G. Wells were in the frontline of the development of science fiction in the 19th 

century, and the term ’science fiction’ itself was coined in 1927 by the American 

magazine  editor  Hugo  Gernsback,  which  shows  us  that  the  genre  had  become  a  

recognised literary trend by that time (Roberts 2006: 38; Clute & Nicholls 1993: 568). 

Science fiction naturally emerged first in printed media, but it has also held a position 

on film and in television from the early stages of these media’s history. The first 

science fiction film is considered to be the French 14-minute-long Le voyage dans la 

lune from 1902, directed by Georges Méliès. Some popular early science fiction 

television series for their part were the American Lost in Space (1965–1968) and the 
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original Star Trek (1966–1969), and the British Thunderbirds (1965–1966) and 

Doctor Who (1963–1989). (Clute & Nicholls 1993: s.v. “cinema”, “television”.) 

Nowadays science fiction is divided by enthusiasts into several sub-

genres of which some of the best-known are hard and soft science fiction, space opera 

and cyberpunk. Hard  science  fiction  tends  to  concentrate  on  science  itself,  and  any  

scientific  or  technical  development  in  the  story  should  be  realistic  and  theoretically  

attainable with the information that we currently have of the world. Character 

development is often secondary, whereas in soft science fiction the characters and the 

plot are in the centre of the story and science is mostly left  on the background. Soft  

science fiction focuses on psychology, anthropology, politics and other humane 

themes. Space operas are stories that happen to be situated in a futuristic or 

technologically advanced environment but otherwise concentrate on the characters 

and their adventures, while cyberpunk is about artificial intelligence, computer 

hackers, virtual realities, and the technical improvement of human beings often in a 

socially deteriorated society. (Clute & Nicholls 1993: s.v. “hard sf”, “soft sf”, “space 

opera”, “cyberpunk”.) 

As said earlier, science fiction means different things to different 

individuals. Many blockbuster science fiction films are not thought of very highly by 

scholars  or  hardcore  enthusiasts  because  of  the  lack  of  plausibility  in  the  science  of  

the  story.  For  most  people,  however,  even  crass  violations  of  the  laws  of  physics  

often go unnoticed: small excerpts of seemingly believable science are enough to 

convince an average audience of a film being science fiction (Mielonen 2010). 

2.1.1 Observations on the translation of science fiction 

The main characteristic of the science fiction genre is that it combines, just as the 

name itself suggests, both scientific and fictional ingredients in its storytelling. Thus a 

translator who begins to work on a science fiction translation would in an ideal 

situation have experience in both of these areas. Lozano and Matamala (2009: 84) 

remark,  however,  that  in  the  case  of  audiovisual  translation  –  on  which  I  will  be  
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concentrating in this study – it is usually not a particular topic that translators 

specialise on; instead they have expertise on the specific technicalities and translation 

strategies of audiovisual translation, and because of this they can sometimes have 

problems with translating specific terminology.  

The science of a science fiction story may be real or completely 

fictitious,  but  its  purpose  in  both  cases  is  to  create  a  seemingly  plausible  scientific  

background for the fictional main story even if the actions take place in a future 

thousands of years from now or on a planet millions of light years away. Fictional 

science may be linked to almost anything imaginable, but technological inventions in 

particular are a popular theme in the science fiction genre. As scientific and 

technological terminology is thus a highly important characteristic of science fiction, 

the translator should try to apply the same translation techniques to the science and 

pseudoscience of a science fiction story that would be applied to scientific texts even 

in normal circumstances, an example being terminological exactness. On the other 

hand, science fiction is still fiction, and in a fictional context the primary purpose of 

translation may not be to translate an original text word for word but rather to pass on 

the original emotions and reactions of a story to a target-language audience in a way 

that  works  best  in  that  language.  This  is  a  contradiction  and  something  that  the  

translator should consider when weighing different translation strategies: should 

terminological exactness always come first in science fiction translation, or is it 

acceptable to make compromises in the name of fiction? Both viewpoints could 

undoubtedly be supported. 

Another particularly marked feature of science fiction in addition to 

scientific and technological vocabulary is the frequency of neologisms that appear in 

science fiction texts. New words or new meanings for old words can even be 

considered as one of the defining ingredients of the whole genre (Munat 2007: 171). 

Neologisms can be related to technology and science, but also to strange new cultures 

and languages, new flora and fauna, physical phenomena or virtually anything a 

science fiction writer can come up with, although as Judith Munat observes, they are 

“predominantly pseudo-scientific complex words serving to evoke verisimilitude and 
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an effect of estrangement to the reader” (ibid. 163). By this she means that science 

fiction neologisms are often rather long and complex and connected to science, which 

is exactly what science fiction writers customarily aim for and what the audience has 

grown to expect. Peter Stockwell (2000: 106) believes that especially new readers of 

science fiction tend to automatically assume that the genre is abundant with 

neologisms. He emphasises, however, that science fiction is not as full of neologisms 

as one might think; it just has more of them than mainstream literature does (ibid. 

108). Neologisms are one way of creating a plausible alternative universe where 

technology is different from what we are used to and where strange creatures and 

phenomena  prevail.  An  example  of  a  science  fiction  neologism,  now  part  of  our  

general language, is the word ‘robot’ which the Czech writer Karel apek originally 

invented for his science fiction play R.U.R. (Rossum’s Universal Robots) in 1921 

(Gibson 2008). As with neologisms in general though, only a few science fiction 

neologisms secure a more permanent spot in the vocabulary of the wider public. Most 

neologisms are either quickly forgotten or abandoned, or they stay in the use of only a 

small, dedicated group of fans. 

Despite the popularity of neologisms in science fiction, and as hinted 

earlier in this chapter, not all seemingly strange vocabulary in the genre is neologistic. 

Much of the scientific and technological words in texts are genuine and exist in real-

life contexts, which is why a translator has to find out whether a certain scientific or 

technical term is a neologism or whether it is established language, in which case s/he 

has to cross-verify the proper translation of the term from dictionaries or other quality 

sources. If the term is indeed a neologism, a different approach must be adopted. I 

will  introduce  neologisms and  their  translation  in  more  detail  in  chapter  2.2.  Before  

that I will still take a short look at the earlier research relevant to my study.  

2.1.2 Previous research on science fiction translation 

Previous research on translating science fiction is not extensive – quite the opposite – 

and has mainly concentrated on the translation of science fiction literature, not 
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audiovisual material. Studies on science fiction translation with the language pair 

English–Finnish are very scarce and mainly consist of other Master’s theses (Horko 

2008; Kalliomäki 2007; Mäkelä 2003; Piiparinen 1994). Horko examined the 

translation of fictional realia, including neologisms, in six English-language science 

fiction novels and their seven Finnish translations. Kalliomäki translated from 

English into Finnish two previously untranslated science fiction short stories by Isaac 

Asimov, a prominent early science fiction writer. For her thesis, she was especially 

interested in the translation of pseudoscientific neologisms, and her inspiring study 

has provided my own research with interesting background information. Mäkelä 

studied the translation of neologisms as well as complex sentences by translating Iain 

M. Banks’s science fiction novel Look to Windward. Piiparinen collected neologisms 

and their translations from three science fiction novels, looking for patterns in their 

translation strategies. None of these otherwise interesting theses had audiovisual 

material as a data source however. 

An  intriguing  Bachelor’s  thesis  of  a  topic  very  similar  to  mine,  albeit  

with the language pair English–Czech, has been written by Lukáš Krincvaj (2009). 

The three main differences between his thesis and my own study topic are the 

language pair in question, the fact that the television series he has studied have been 

dubbed and not subtitled, and that Krincvaj has collected neologisms from several 

television science fiction series and not just from Stargate SG-1. Although his study 

has  not  been  a  useful  source  for  my own paper  because  of  it  being  quite  general  in  

nature, it is nevertheless engaging and shows that the audiovisual translation of 

science fiction and indeed of Stargate SG-1 has aroused some interest elsewhere.  

The shortage of previous research on science fiction translation and 

especially on science fiction subtitling has on one hand been a challenge, as I have 

not been able to construct all aspects of my research on previous studies, but on the 

other hand pioneering the subject has motivated me. Studying science fiction subtitles 

is captivating as it differs from other forms of science fiction translation and forces 

the translator to concentrate on the essence of a text. I hope the topic will gain more 

interest in the future and attract new students and scholars to do research on it. 
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2.2 Neologisms 

In its essence, a neologism is defined by Collins Cobuild English Dictionary (1995) 

as “a new word or expression in a language, or a new meaning for an existing word or 

expression”. John Algeo (1998: 2) illustrates the concept further:  

[A]  new  word  is  a  form  or  the  use  of  a  form  not  recorded  in  general  
dictionaries.  The  form  may  be  one  that  is  usually  spelled  as  a  single  
word  (guesstimate)  or  a  compound  (sandwich generation) or even an 
idiomatic phrase (out of the loop, go double platinum). 

The form of the word itself may be novel, a shape that has not 
before  been  seen  or  heard  in  English  (flextime, phillumenist, ecotage), 
or the newness may lie in a novel use of an existing form.  

Neologisms can, then, be completely new inventions by groups or individuals, or they 

may be  words  or  expressions  that  have  already  existed  before  but  for  one  reason  or  

another have later started to mean something else or something additional to what 

they originally did. For example, the word ‘cougar’ traditionally refers to a large cat 

species native to the Americas, but recently the word has also taken on the meaning 

of an older woman who attracts young men. 

According to Peter Newmark, up to 3000 neologisms may enter each 

language annually, although it is hard or even impossible to give official numbers 

since “so many hover between acceptance and oblivion and many are short-lived, 

individual creations” (1988: 140). It would seem plausible to me that neologisms 

have also become more common in recent decades as new technology has enabled 

easier interaction between language groups and the media spread information and 

new ideas throughout the world. David Katan’s description of modern culture 

exchange illustrates how easy it is today for people and languages to come into 

contact with each other: “[w]ith the advent of mass-transportation and communication 

links [...] physical barriers have become less of an obstacle. Communication between 

people can now be instant, and the world has indeed not only become a global village 

but a global multimedial living room” (2004: 64). Those people in the world who 

have access to the aforesaid room may notice how quick their language is to absorb 
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new vocabulary from other languages. Newmark remarked (1988: 140) that 

neologisms appear particularly abundantly in the field of technology, where fresh 

innovations enter the market daily. The prevailing language of technology as well as 

of so many other domains nowadays is English, and in recent decades the English 

language and its vocabulary have diffused into other languages throughout the world 

probably more than any other individual language.  

As stated by Newmark earlier, it is not always straight-forward to 

ascertain whether a unit is a neologism or not. We have established that a neologism 

is a new word or expression, or an old word or expression with a new meaning, but 

how does one actually define this “newness”? How can one decide whether 

something that appears in language use is new or not? One possible solution to the 

dilemma is offered by Cabré (1999: 205), who has suggested a four-point table for 

determining the nature of a word or an expression. She argues that if any of the 

following four conditions applies to a unit, then that unit is a neologism: 

a) Diachrony: a unit is a neologism if it has arisen recently 
b) Lexicography: a unit is a neologism if it is not in dictionaries 
c) Systematic instability: a unit is a neologism if it exhibits signs of 

formal instability (e.g. morphological, graphic, phonetic) or 
semantic instability 

d) Psychology: a unit is a neologism if speakers perceive it as a new 
unit  

Looking closer at the last condition, ‘psychology’, Cabré suggests, then, that a word 

or an expression may be categorised as a neologism even in cases when speakers 

simply have a feeling that it is new. This is an important consideration as it 

acknowledges that in some cases the final decision may be partially based on the 

deciding individual or group’s intuition on the level of novelty of a word or 

expression.  

In this study, a word or an expression from Stargate SG-1 is considered 

to be a neologism in two cases. First, it is a neologism if it does not appear in 

general dictionaries at all. The second option is that it appears in general 
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dictionaries  but  not  with  the  meaning that  it  has  in  the  context  of  the  series. In 

latter cases I have consulted Cabré’s conditions (a), (c) and (d) to ensure that the word 

or expression may indeed be categorised as a neologism. The condition (a) has 

naturally been very relevant to my study as most of the neologisms in Stargate SG-1 

have only first appeared in the series and are thus very recent. Condition (c) has not 

been  as  useful  for  me,  as  most  of  the  neologisms do  not  appear  on  the  screen  more  

than  once  or  twice,  and  so  it  is  difficult  to  say  whether  they  are  systematically  

instable. In general though, there seems to have been more variation in the Finnish 

translations of the neologisms than in their original English forms, as we will later see 

in chapter 4.2.1. Condition (d) has been very valuable for me as it has, I hope, 

justified my decisions in cases where none of the other conditions have offered clear 

answers to the question whether a certain word or expression is or is not a neologism. 

In such occasions, after first consulting and checking all the other conditions and still 

not finding a solution, I have based my final decision on my own intuitive feeling on 

the status of the word. I shall return to the definition of neologisms from a more 

practical point of view in chapter 4.1.1. 

2.2.1 The translation of neologisms 

For a science fiction translator, translating neologisms is an interesting, inventive and 

hopefully  rewarding  task,  but  it  may  also  cause  problems.  Words  that  have  not  

previously existed in the source language usually have not appeared in the target 

language either, which means that the translator has to fabricate target-language 

equivalents from scratch. As the audience is introduced to the neologisms for the first 

time when consuming the finished science fiction product, the target-language words 

should aim to have the same effect on the audience as their source-language originals 

had on the source-language audience (Serrano Cabezas & Sanz Moreno 1997: 97; 

Delabastita 2004: 884; cf. Nida’s ‘dynamic equivalence’ 1964: 159). In an ideal 

situation the translator would have background knowledge of technological issues, 

which would help in the translation process and enable the final translation to be as 
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logical as possible. Serrano Cabezas and Sanz Moreno (1997:100) note that a 

translator attempting to translate neologisms should have previous knowledge of the 

particular domain in question, of the way words are formed in the target language, 

and of the entirety of those linguistic and social criteria that define a neologism. The 

main  task  of  the  translator,  before  translating  the  word,  would  thus  be  to  define  the  

function of the neologism and its motivation for being in that particular place.  

Of course, as said, this is the ideal situation. In reality, a film, television 

or DVD subtitler does not and cannot know everything about everything, and the 

schedule for a translation task at hand may be very tight, making it almost impossible 

to  ponder  a  specific  translation  problem  for  a  longer  period  of  time.  In  some  cases  

difficult neologisms are simply omitted from a translation altogether. There are 

however less dramatic strategies for translating them. 

Dirk Delabastita (2004: 885) proposes five general techniques for the 

translation  of  neologisms,  but  at  the  same  time  stresses  that  it  may  not  even  be  

possible to create a comprehensive list of techniques. 

Given  the  many  subtypes  of  neologisms  and  the  possible  structural  
relationships between source and target languages, it is impossible to 
provide more than a selective list of translation strategies other than the 
replacement of the source-text neologism by a target-language 
neologism coined in the imitation of it: 

- directly copying the source-text neologism, with or without involving 
special signals (italics, inverted commas), annotation (intratextual 
glossing through couplet, extratextual glossing through footnotes) 
or phonological/graphological adaptation 

- using an existing target-language neologism even though it has a 
slightly different denotational meaning 

- using a denotationally equivalent but non-neologistic expression in 
the target language  

- reproducing the neologistic style but in different textual positions 
and by means of different linguistic devices (compensation) 

(Delabastita 2004: 885.) 
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In other words, Delabastita suggests either replacing the original neologism with a 

newly-coined target-language neologism; copying the original neologism directly into 

the target text; using an already existing target-language neologism in the translation; 

using a non-neologistic target-language expression; or re-creating the neologistic 

style but with clear differences in e.g. textual positions compared to the original.  

Although this list provides a general guideline for translators, it does not 

offer practical examples and thus leaves much power of decision to the translator. On 

one hand this is a good thing, as translators can then use their own imagination and 

expertise,  but  on  the  other  hand  the  problem  with  general  advice  is  that  it  does  not  

give practical help in situations where a translator or a student would need assistance 

with a specific issue. For example, when I was working with my corpus and wanted 

to find a good and practical guideline for categorising the translation techniques that 

the Finnish subtitlers had used when translating neologisms, I found that this was not 

an easy task. Neologisms are such a complicated affair that it has not been possible to 

create a universally accepted “instruction book” on how to translate them.  

As  it  has  proven  to  be  difficult  to  compile  a  comprehensive  list  of  

translation techniques for neologisms, one option is to approach their translation from 

the point of view of general translation techniques, that is, applying techniques that 

have been proposed for the translation of any text in general. Several influential 

classifications of translation techniques have been introduced during the last decades 

by, among others, Vinay and Darbelnet (1958), Nida (1964), Newmark (1988) and 

Chesterman (1997). Although translation scholars’ attraction in the subject has 

naturally generated much interesting material for research, a downside is that the 

same translation techniques have been listed in different sources under different 

names, making it difficult to grasp all the details and to compare suggested techniques 

with each other.  

For the purposes of my own study, I have decided to base my translation 

technique categorisations largely on a more recent study on translation techniques by 

Lucía Molina and Amparo Hurtado Albir (2002). They have striven to create a 

unified classification system of translation techniques. In their article they introduce 
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earlier translation scholars’ classifications of translation techniques, explaining how 

the many names for essentially similar translation techniques easily cause confusion 

and how an integrated system would be useful. The reason why I find it fit to base my 

own  categorisations  on  Molina  and  Hurtado  Albir’s  work  is  that  they  have  taken  a  

critical look at earlier classifications, pondering what is good and what is debatable 

about them, and have then created a classification system that does not even aim to be 

a complete novelty but instead relies in many instances on earlier theories. They 

acknowledge the achievements of earlier researchers and seek to compose a collective 

scheme.  This  is  not  to  claim  that  other  scholars  have  not  done  the  same  (e.g.  

Chesterman 1997: 92–112) but from the point of view of a student such as myself, 

Molina and Hurtado Albir’s system is clear and concise and helps to understand 

translation techniques without having to make one’s way through a labyrinth of 

terminology. 

 In total, Molina and Hurtado Albir have proposed a list of 18 techniques 

based on the earlier work of researchers and on their own observations (2002: 509–

511): 

Table 1. Translation techniques as suggested by Molina & Hurtado Albir (2002) 
In the same order as in the original. Examples are my own if not otherwise stated. 
Adaptation Replacing a source-text cultural element with one from 

the target culture.  
 
Example: 
‘baseball’  pesäpallo 

Amplification Adding details into the translation.  
 
Example: 
‘Nairobi’  Kenian pääkaupunki Nairobi 
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Borrowing Taking a word or expression straight from another 
language, or naturalising it slightly to fit the 
orthographical rules of the target language.  
 
Examples: 
‘freelancer’  freelancer 
‘brand’  brändi 

Calque Literal translation of a foreign word or phrase. 
 
Example: 
‘twin towers’  kaksoistornit 

Compensation If a source-language element cannot be situated in the 
target text, this can be replaced by adding a compensating 
source-language element somewhere else in the target 
text.  
 
Molina and Hurtado Albir’s example:  
‘I was seeking thee, Flathead.’  En vérité, c’est bien 
toi que je cherche, O Tête-Plate. 

Description Leaving out the original term or expression and 
replacing it with a description of its form and/or 
function.  
 
Example: 
mämmi  ‘a sticky, black dessert that Finnish people 
eat during Easter’ 

Discursive creation Using a temporary equivalence that is completely 
unpredictable out of context. 
 
Example: 
‘Fast Times at Ridgemont High’ (film)  Kuumat 
kinkut 

Established equivalent Using a term or an expression that is recognised as an 
equivalent in the target language.  
 
Example: 
‘to kill two birds with one stone’  tappaa kaksi 
kärpästä yhdellä iskulla 
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Generalization Using a more general or neutral term.  
 
Example: 
’sparrow’, ’owl’, ’pidgeon’  lintu  

Linguistic amplification Adding linguistic elements.  
 
Example: 
‘So?’  No entäs sitten? 

Linguistic compression Reducing linguistic elements; the opposite of linguistic 
amplification.  
 
Example: 
‘Yes, you were saying?’  Niin? 

Literal translation Translating a word or an expression word for word.  
 
Example: 
‘to kill two birds with one stone’  tappaa kaksi lintua 
yhdellä kivellä 

Modulation Changing the point of view in relation to the source-text 
original.  
 
Example: 
‘You’re going to have a grandchild’  Sinusta tulee 
isoäiti. 

Particularization Using a more precise or concrete term.  
 
Example: 
‘bird’  varpunen, pöllö, pulu 

Reduction Suppressing source-text information in the translation. 
 
Example: 
‘Helsinki, the capital of Finland’  Helsinki  
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Substitution Changing linguistic elements for paralinguistic 
elements (gestures, intonation etc.), or vice versa. 
Mostly used in interpreting. 
 
Molina and Hurtado Albir’s example: 
Translating the Arab gesture of putting your hand on 
your heart as ‘Thank you’. 

Transposition Changing a grammatical category. 
 
Example: 
‘The Finnish National Theatre’  Suomen 
Kansallisteatteri (adjective becomes genitive case) 

Variation Changing linguistic or paralinguistic elements such as 
textual tone, style, social dialect or geographical dialect. 

Naturally some of the techniques listed by Molina and Hurtado Albir do 

not  fit  my own purposes,  as  I  will  only  concentrate  on  the  translation  of  individual,  

neologistic  words  or  expressions,  and  not  on  whole  sentences  or  complete  

communicative situations. I have nevertheless found many of the listed techniques 

useful for the analysis of my own corpus. 

One technique that does not appear in Molina and Hurtado Albir’s list 

but  that  has  been  used  in  my own corpus  is  synonymy,  where  a  synonym or  a  near-

synonym is used to translate a word or expression instead of a direct translation 

(Newmark 1988: 84; Chesterman 1997: 102). I have added synonymy into my list of 

translation techniques that I have used for the analysis of my corpus, as I do not find 

any of the other techniques listed by Molina and Hurtado Albir suitable for describing 

the specific translation phenomenon. I do not know why Molina and Hurtado Albir 

have not included synonymy in their list as they do not explain the decision in their 

article. Perhaps they feel that synonymy is already covered by one of the techniques 

that they have listed – although I do not see this – or they have overlooked it. 

In addition, Molina and Hurtado Albir have disregarded omission, i.e. 

the act of leaving something of the original text out of the translation, as a translation 

technique altogether on the basis that it is “not a textual option open to the translator, 
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but an obligation imposed by the characteristics of the language pair” (2002: 507). I 

do  not  share  their  view  that  translators  only  omit  source-text  elements  if  they  are  

obliged to do so. Although I admit that in most scenarios this is true – especially in an 

audiovisual translation setting where text space is limited – I think a translator may 

just as well decide to leave something out even if it is not necessary for him or her to 

do so. It is debatable whether this is good practice, but it happens. Because of this, 

and because there are cases in my corpus where elements of the source text have been 

omitted, I have also accepted omission into my list of translation techniques. 

I  will  return  to  the  translation  techniques  of  neologisms  with  practical  

examples later on in connection with my analysis of the Stargate SG-1 subtitles 

(chapter 4). Next, however, I will look at the role of genre in audiovisual translation 

and introduce the concept of genre normalization in subtitling. 

2.3 The role of genre in audiovisual translation 

When people are about to watch a film or a television programme of a specific genre, 

they will usually already have an idea of what type of things to expect (Grant 2007: 

21). For example horror films that they have seen earlier have become part of their 

knowledge of that genre, and when going to see a new horror film, they are inclined 

to  expect  and  look  for  similarities  with  those  films  of  the  same  genre  that  they  are  

already familiar with. Genre is also one of the factors that shape the decisions an 

audiovisual translator makes when subtitling or dubbing audiovisual material, since 

some of the expectations that spectators have of a genre are linguistic by nature and 

the genre “partly determines the linguistic register to be used” (Kova  1998: 127). 

All genres, for instance detective series, children’s programmes, and documentaries, 

have specific characteristics and functions that the translator should take into 

consideration when working on a translation. Pettit (2004: 27) stresses the fact that 

genres overlap so that for example a news programme can include entertaining as 

well as informative parts. Nevertheless, she adds that “each of these situations fulfils 

a different function within the context of the programme as a whole” (ibid., emphases 
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my own).  This  means  that  in  the  end,  the  main  function  of  a  news  programme is  to  

inform the public of current events, even if comedic elements are sporadically 

included in the programme. 

How does genre affect audiovisual translation in practice then? Is the 

translation  of  an  adventure  film  really  different  from  that  of  a  documentary?  Pettit  

(2004) studied the audiovisual translations of three films, a television crime series, a 

news programme and a documentary to explore whether there were differences in the 

way they had been translated. She concluded:  

The  audio-visual  genre  does  seem  to  affect  the  transposition  of  the  
dialogues. In essence, when transposing a film or a television series, the 
translators tend to portray to their audience the spirit and heart of the 
work, rather than striving to provide a pure literal translation of the 
spoken words. With the news programme and the documentary, the 
subtitler prefers to remain very close to the original dialogue ensuring 
that the audience will receive essential facts with aesthetic concerns 
being of lesser importance. (Pettit 2004: 37.)   

Stargate SG-1 is, despite its scientific elements, an entertainment-oriented television 

series and a distinct product of fiction. If we expect similar results from my own 

study than what Pettit has found in her work, the Finnish translation of the series 

would be more free than literal, with emphasis on the soul and feeling of the story and 

not  on  the  literal  translation  of  individual  vocabulary.  Yet  neologisms  are  an  

important characteristic of the science fiction genre and in that sense translators may 

feel  the  need  to  take  special  notice  on  their  translation.  I  will  return  to  this  subject  

later on in chapter 5 where I discuss the findings from my corpus. I shall now present 

in more detail Gideon Toury’s law of growing standardization and Henrik Gottlieb’s 

hypothesis on genre normalization in audiovisual translation. 

2.3.1 Standardization and its effects on genre 

One of the goals in the field of translation studies has been to detect possible 

translation  universals  or  laws  that  could  be  said  to  apply  to  all  translation.  Gideon  
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Toury (1995: 267–274) has proposed the law of growing standardization as one of 

them. He has formulated several versions of the law, one of which reads as follows 

(ibid. 268, original brackets): 

in translation, textual relations obtaining in the original are often 
modified, sometimes to the point of being totally ignored, in favour of 
[more] habitual options offered by a target repertoire. 

In other words,  when a source text includes certain textual items (or,  as Toury calls 

them, ‘textemes’) that are unique to that particular text and would seem unusual when 

translated directly into a target language, there is a tendency among translators to opt 

for more conventional textual items (or ‘repertoremes’) in the target-language 

translation. Chesterman (1997: 72) paraphrases: “translators tend to replace text-

specific items with institutionalised items: translations tend to be less idiosyncractic 

[sic], more conventionalised, than their originals”. Toury does not offer numbers on 

how much standardization usually takes place in a translated text, which is 

understandable considering that the amount of standardization presumably depends 

on several facts such as the text type in question, the period in time when a translation 

has been made, and the individual qualities of a translator. In any case, as Toury 

describes  the  phenomenon  as  a  law,  the  natural  presumption  is  that  some  

standardization occurs in all translations. 

 Standardization is also closely connected to the idea of genre 

normalization. Henrik Gottlieb (2004: 21–22) among others has pondered genre 

normalization in subtitling. By normalization he refers partly to a similar type of 

standardization process as discussed above, but he is especially interested in how 

standardization affects the genre into which an original source text has belonged. Can 

a source text be standardized so much in translation that its position in its genre 

somehow  changes?  Gottlieb  claims  that  when  abnormal  words,  expressions  or  

sentences in a text are subtitled, the translator typically modifies these into less 

strange ones and that way brings the film or television series closer to the centre of 
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the genre in question than it originally was. He calls this phenomenon the centripetal 

effect in translation, shown underneath in a graphic form (2004: 22): 

Original position in the genre:                    New position in the genre: 

 

Gottlieb argues that the centripetal effect and genre normalization in general may take 

out or dampen precisely those elements of the original that made it different and 

interesting for the audience. Texts that have been normalized are often “less personal, 

less insulting or less funny than what the source-language actors said and meant” 

(ibid. 22). Although he seems to disapprove of this practice, he does admit that from 

the point of view of mainstream acceptance, genre normalization could be a justified 

act. It is after all usually better for a film or a television series to get the attention of a 

target-language audience, even with a standardized translation, than to be discarded 

entirely by the target-language community because of its strangeness. 

 Although the idea of a centripetal effect in translation is interesting, 

Gottlieb’s presentation of the phenomenon could be criticised as vague and overly 

general. He does not elaborate on the concept of genre and least of all its centre. How 

can subtitling be in any way proved to bring a text closer to the centre of a genre if  

there is no clear idea of what that centre is? Gottlieb’s own graphic representation of 

the effect does not clarify this problem but rather confuses the reader further. The two 

circles that portray a text’s position within a genre before and after its subtitling both 

embody a smaller circle that illustrates the centre of a genre. This smaller circle is of 

a different size in the two main circles, being larger in the ‘post-subtitling’ circle, 

which  raises  the  question  why  the  centre  of  a  genre  seems  to  become  a  broader  

concept after a text has been subtitled. Gottlieb does not explain the reason for this 
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detail in his graphics, and so the question remains unanswered. A possible 

explanation could be a simple mistake of course. However, if this is not the case, 

perhaps one option is that Gottlieb considers a genre to lose some of its strict original 

definitions when it enters another culture. A target-culture audience is not as aware of 

the particular peculiarities and genre constructions of the source culture as the source-

culture audience is, which loosens the definition of the genre in question when a text 

is transferred from the source culture to the target culture. For example, a somewhat 

popular Finnish genre is maalaiskomedia, a countryside comedy where, typically, an 

outsider protagonist arrives in a little village and meets a range of very eccentric 

villagers, resulting in skulduggery, romance, evil plotting and amusing incidents. 

Although these types of stories are not unique to Finland, their Finnish versions 

nevertheless include elements that, in a Finnish context, make them exactly 

maalaiskomedia and not some other type of comedy, whereas in another country they 

could be categorised simply as “comedies”. Thus in that target culture the genre 

would be broader than it was in the Finnish source culture. To muse on the idea even 

further,  it  could  even  happen  that  the  translated  comedic  elements  of  a  Finnish  

maalaiskomedia would  not  open  up  to  a  foreign  audience  at  all,  and  the  target-

language viewers would consider the story to be, for example, a drama instead of a 

comedy. In that case a complete genre shift would have taken place.  

The above is my guesswork and reflection, and I do not know whether it 

comes close to Gottlieb’s own contemplation of the subject. It would be intriguing to 

see whether any centripetal  effect  in translation has occurred in the Finnish subtitles 

of a science fiction television series such as Stargate SG-1, but unfortunately I have 

found it scientifically impossible to study the matter without first knowing in more 

detail what the centripetal effect actually means in practice, if the term is even 

possible to define in a practical sense. Even the wider question of genre normalization 

would be difficult to put to test using the corpus of this study, as I have only 

concentrated on the translation of neologisms. In order to define whether genre 

normalization has really taken place in the translation of the series, also many other 

aspects of the subtitles would need to be scrutinised. I have thus felt it to be a better 
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option  to  look  at  the  corpus  from  the  viewpoint  of  Toury’s  law  of  growing  

standardization, concentrating on the amount of standardization that appears in the 

translation of the Stargate SG-1 neologisms. As standardization of words and 

sentences is quite common in subtitling, it has from the beginning seemed probable to 

me that there will be some instances of the phenomenon in the context of the subtitles 

of Stargate SG-1. Even so, my hypothesis is that as science fiction as a genre is 

already by definition meant to be somewhat strange and out of ordinary, translators 

would try to leave those ‘non-existent’ and ‘other-worldly’ elements of the original in 

the subtitles unchanged since they are, after all, an important part of what makes 

science fiction what it is. Also, unless a translator decides to leave out a strange word 

or expression from a subtitle altogether, for example a techno-scientific neologism 

may simply be easier and less time-consuming to translate from English into Finnish 

through borrowing or calque – both being techniques that change the original the 

barest minimum – than to think of another translation technique that would make the 

neologism seem more ‘standard’ in the target language. Using borrowing or calque 

may also be safer from the translator’s point of view: translating the original 

neologism in some other way could provoke criticism from the audience if its 

members were scientifically and linguistically able to find mistakes in the subtitles. If 

a translator uses borrowing or calque, the principal responsibility for illogical 

vocabulary lies, in my opinion, with the original scriptwriters of the series and not 

with  the  translator,  who  has  simply  transferred  the  original  words  and  expressions  

into Finnish with minimal changes. 

 Even though I thus presume that standardization does not take place to a 

great extent in the translation of science fiction neologisms, it is nevertheless worth 

considering that although Stargate SG-1 belongs fundamentally to the science fiction 

genre, it also includes elements of other genres such as adventure, comedy and drama, 

where it may be more common to standardize atypical vocabulary. This may 

contribute to the amount of standardization in the subtitles of the series, increasing the 

instances of standardization. In the empirical part of my thesis I have aimed to find 

out  how much standardization  has  taken  place  in  the  subtitles  of  Stargate SG-1 and 
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whether some general conclusions about the subtitling of the series could be drawn 

from the results. Before moving on to the empirical part, I will yet introduce Stargate 

SG-1 in more detail to give the readers a deeper idea of what sort of a science fiction 

series is in question. I will also consider questions concerning the subtitling of the 

series. 

3 Stargate SG-1 

Stargate SG-1 began as a spin-off of the 1994 science fiction feature film Stargate. In 

the film, a large ring-like artefact is found accidentally during excavations in Giza, 

Egypt. The device later comes to the possession of American military and is, with the 

help  of  scientists,  discovered  to  be  a  functioning  portal  that  creates  wormholes  and  

immediate real-time access to countless planets. The device is named Stargate, and it 

is made top classified information of the army. 

 Stargate SG-1 takes up where the film left off, centring on a US Army 

team called SG-1 which consists of four soldiers and scientists whose job is to make 

reconnaissance trips to new planets through the Stargate and make contact with local 

inhabitants. As the group visits different worlds and encounters new cultures 

throughout the series, they also gain knowledge of technologies previously unknown 

to people on Earth. The series’ timeline goes side by side with the “real” world, that 

is, the story does not take place in a future hundreds or thousands of years from now, 

but in our present day. This is an attractive characteristic of Stargate SG-1, as all the 

new technologies introduced in the series are also new to the members of the group 

itself  and  not  only  to  the  television  viewer.  Together  with  the  other  staff  of  the  

Stargate project, SG-1 tries to find ways to combine alien technologies with current 

technologies of Earth. Science then develops in “real time”, albeit the alien 

technologies that are integrated into the existing technologies of Earth are, naturally, 

fictional. 

 The technological developments taking place in Stargate SG-1 seem in 

a way plausible to the audience.  No new technology simply appears out of nowhere 
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without an explanation as to how it works and where it came from, and new findings 

are slowly integrated into the existing technologies. For example, when at the 

beginning of the series US Army pilots are flying regular fighter planes, at the end of 

it  they  are  flying  planes  that  have  been  improved  by  discovered  alien  technologies  

and adapted to Earth’s conditions. In this way the science of the series, although 

pseudoscience, has the general feeling that it could actually happen. Even though 

frankly not everything in Stargate SG-1 is in concordance with scientific facts, this 

story  arc  of  seemingly plausible, constantly developing science is still one of the 

facets that catch the interest of the viewer. Beeler (2008: 273) points out how the 

coherence applies not only to technology, but also to other aspects of the series:  

In addition to establishing external coherence, Stargate SG-1 obeys one 
of the primary rules of good science fiction in maintaining a consistent 
internal mythology as it develops its story lines. Whenever a new planet 
or race is discovered, the series tries to integrate the new material into 
the backstory of previous episodes.  

Many  of  the  alien  cultures  that  the  audience  is  introduced  to  during  the  series  also  

appear occasionally in later episodes or are mentioned in a suitable context later on, 

thus having a more permanent role in the storyline even though not at the centre of 

the action anymore. In addition, things that have happened several seasons ago and 

that the audience has almost forgotten about may suddenly reappear in an episode – 

there is always a possibility that something emerges afresh from the depths of the 

series’ history. This may be one of the reasons for the popularity of Stargate SG-1; it 

is interesting for a viewer to witness the development of both old and new story lines. 

All this said, Stargate SG-1 cannot be said to be hard science fiction by 

definition as its science is not always completely realistic and the story is almost 

thoroughly centred on the main characters. The series is more about entertainment 

than about science even though much of the pseudoscience has been constructed in a 

way that it could, in theory, be possible. My own view is that the series belongs to the 

category  of  soft  science  fiction  with  its  anthropological,  political  and  psychological  

themes, although with elements of other science fiction sub-genres and even 
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altogether different television genres surfacing in individual episodes. The story arc is 

fundamentally about the battle between good and evil, a collection of moral tales set 

in a science fiction genre1.  

 Stargate SG-1 acquired  a  large  fan  base  during  the  years  it  was  

produced, and it was broadcast in several countries. In Finland, the first five seasons 

of the series were shown on television with Finnish subtitles. The latter five seasons 

have been accessible to Finns through DVDs that likewise include Finnish subtitles. 

Following the success of the series around the world, more spin-off series of the 

Stargate franchise (e.g. Stargate Atlantis, Stargate Universe) have been launched to 

further develop the different story arcs.  

3.1 Subtitling Stargate SG-1 

Subtitling is the preferred and most common form of audiovisual translation in 

Finland while dubbing, the other major branch of audiovisual translation, is used 

mainly for material for children. Thus also the Finnish DVD version of Stargate    

SG-1 – on which I concentrate in this thesis – is subtitled and not dubbed. I will now 

take  a  look  at  the  challenges  that  subtitlers  of  this  television  series  will  most  likely  

encounter.  

The most obvious constraints in any subtitling are time and space. 

Subtitles should appear on the screen in synchrony with the spoken dialogue of the 

actors  and  stay  there  for  only  as  long  as  the  dialogue  lasts.  The  spectators  must  be  

able to read the subtitle in this timeframe, which regularly forces the translator to 

reduce elements of the original when translating the dialogue from spoken form into a 

written  one.  In  normal  cases,  subtitles  also  have  to  fit  into  two  lines  of  text,  which  

adds to the pressure of condensing information or leaving some things out altogether. 

                                                
1 Science fiction has a long tradition on depicting the fight between good and evil, so in this sense 
Stargate SG-1 is not a new phenomenon. Usually, as is also the case with Stargate SG-1, the 
protagonist(s) of the story are on the side of good and the antagonist(s) on the side of evil. Take for 
example the influential novel series Dune by Frank Herbert (first novel published in 1965), or George 
Lucas’s Star Wars films of which the first one dates back to 1977. 
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On average, around one third of the original dialogue is reduced in subtitles (Gottlieb 

1998: 247). The translator has to consider which elements of the dialogue are such 

that they can be dropped; which cannot be discarded no matter what; and finally, 

which parts would be better left out even if they fit the screen, for the sake of smooth 

reading. Not everything about spoken language works in a written form, and as the 

audience can follow the image and soundtrack of the original programme at the same 

time as they read the subtitles, it is simpler for them to receive only the necessary 

information from the subtitles and use the remaining time to follow what happens on 

the screen, drawing their own conclusions from that (e.g. Georgakopoulou 2009: 25). 

When deciding how and what to translate, the subtitler takes four things into 

consideration simultaneously: the dialogue, the image, the music and sound effects, 

and the possible writing on the screen such as sign posts or banners (Gottlieb 1998: 

245). 

The Finnish subtitlers of Stargate SG-1 have then had to decide, as any 

audiovisual translator, what to leave out of the subtitles. Have they left out such 

things as neologisms and difficult techno-scientific vocabulary, or rather elements of 

spoken language that tend to be excluded from subtitles, such as repetitions and 

exclamations?  My  assumption  at  the  start  of  this  thesis  project  has  been  that  as  

neologisms and technical and scientific vocabulary are some of the main 

characteristics of science fiction, these words would not be among the first ones to be 

left out. As we will see later on, my instinct has also been correct to a large extent. 

The next question is how neologisms and techno-scientific vocabulary 

should be translated. For example, how scientific should the subtitles be? The 

subtitlers have had to consider the presumable target audience of Stargate SG-1: how 

aware they are of science and scientific terminology, what their language skills are in 

both Finnish and English, and what kind of expectations they have of subtitles in 

general. I assume that in the case of this particular series, most audience members are 

quite young and have rather good English skills, which means that they are able to 

criticise the translation decisions made by subtitlers as the original English dialogue is 

all the time present alongside the Finnish subtitles and enables immediate 
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comparison. Even though Stargate SG-1 is probably not a series that only interests 

hardcore science fiction fans as its pseudoscience may not satisfy the most devoted 

enthusiasts, its audience is nevertheless likely to include a larger number of science-

oriented spectators than an average television programme. It is then not at all 

inconsequential how the subtitler translates scientific terminology, as the translation 

of  that  vocabulary  will  be  one  of  the  key  elements  that  a  scientifically  inclined  

audience member evaluates when reading the subtitles and for its part determines 

whether the translation will be perceived by the audience as successful or failed. 

Another problem for subtitling Stargate SG-1 for the DVD is presented 

by the DVD translation industry itself. It is a fast-paced industry with tight schedules, 

and the fact that the subtitler does not have very much time for translating an episode 

may affect the translation decisions and the final quality of the translation. On the 

other hand, nowadays a DVD that is to be subtitled may reach the translator with 

something called a universal template subtitle file. In it the time-consuming task of 

subtitle timing has already been carried out by native speakers before sending the 

product to translators. When target-language subtitlers receive the DVD, they add 

their translation to the universal timing base and do not work with the timing 

themselves. A template file also contains translation notes for unfamiliar or 

culturally-bound expressions along with other useful information for the subtitler. 

(Georgakopoulou 2009: 30–33.)  

A  universal  template  file  has  some  clear  benefits.  For  the  producer,  it  

cuts translation costs significantly as the subtitle timing is only done once and not 

separately by every single subtitler. For the subtitler, the information included in the 

template file can help to translate difficult parts of the dialogue. However, from the 

subtitler’s point of view, a universal template file may also bring about negative 

phenomena. A professional subtitler has the expertise to do subtitle timing, but if the 

timing has already been done by others when the subtitler receives the DVD, that 

expertise goes to waste. The subtitler also gets paid less for an individual translation 

task as timing no longer forms part of the job. Another obvious point is that, as each 

language is different, a ready-made timing base may not work equally well for all 
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languages. If a subtitled line in a particular language includes long, complicated 

words that take a slightly longer than average time for the audience to read, does the 

subtitler have the possibility to make fine adjustments to the subtitle timing if 

needed? Or do the words in question have to be further simplified or left out for the 

subtitle to fit the original timing even if this would mean poor quality? 

Unfortunately I have not been able to find out whether the translators of 

the Stargate SG-1 season that I have concentrated on have used a ready template file 

and, if yes, whether they have been allowed to make alterations to the timing of the 

subtitles. The company that originally translated the DVD has since been merged 

with a large, multinational corporation. I contacted the corporation but did not get a 

response back. There may be several reasons for this, for example the lack of interest 

from the company’s part or difficulties in finding the correct person inside the 

company who would have knowledge of the issue.  

4 Analysing the subtitles 

4.1 Methodology 

I  gathered  my  corpus  by  watching  all  the  22  episodes  of  the  seventh  season  of  

Stargate SG-1. The running time of each episode was 43 minutes. I chose the series’ 

seventh season for closer analysis because neologisms are even more common in the 

later seasons of the series than in its earlier seasons. This is due to the technological 

and anthropological advances that the SG-1 team makes in the course of the years that 

they explore the universe. I wanted to gather as many neologisms as possible to make 

my study more extensive, which is why choosing a later season of the series felt 

natural. 

The seventh season’s episodes have been subtitled by two translators. 

The first eight episodes have been subtitled by KS (female) and the 14 following 

episodes by EL (female). Both women have worked under the translation company 

that has since been merged with the larger corporation, and during the end credits of 
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each episode both the name of the translator of the episode in question and the name 

of the translation company are shown on screen.  

4.1.1 The compilation of neologisms 

While watching the episodes, I picked up all the words and expressions that seemed 

to be neologisms. At this stage I included every possible neologism such as proper 

names  and  technological  terms  of  which  I  was  not  yet  certain  whether  they  were  

existing language or not. Next came one of the greatest challenges that I encountered 

during my whole Master’s thesis process, which was deciding which words or 

expressions could be said to be neologisms and which not. It was easy to accept 

words  that  do  not  exist  in  any  other  context,  such  as  ‘incoming  wormhole’,  ‘event  

horizon’, ‘tretonin’, and even ‘MALP’ (abbreviation of ‘Mobile Analytic Laboratory 

Probe’),   but  what  about  such  words  as  ‘iris’,  ‘Link’  and  ‘drone’  that  are,  in  their  

normal context, standard language but have a quite different meaning in Stargate   

SG-1? In addition, I needed to find answers to some practical questions: 

- are the names of people, cities, planets and countries neologisms? 
- what about the names of corporations, products, and individual 

space ships? 
- the names of human/humanoids/alien races? 
- abbreviations of space ship classes, such as ‘X-302’? 

Although Cabré’s and Algeo’s definitions of a neologism (introduced 

earlier in chapter 2.2) helped me on many occasions, I accepted that I would also 

need to make some decisions based on my own impressions. As linguists have 

admitted  that  personal  instinct  plays  a  part  in  the  selection  of  neologisms,  I  thought  

that  this  strategy  was  to  some extent  justified.  After  all,  one  of  Cabré’s  suggestions  

for a unit to be a neologism is that it is psychologically perceived by speakers to be a 

new unit (1999: 205). Similarly, according to Delabastita, “we are dealing [...] with a 

historically dynamic concept which has fuzzy borders and depends greatly on 

individual or more collective perceptions” (2004: 883, emphasis in the original). I 
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came  to  the  conclusion  that  in  the  context  of  this  thesis,  the  person  with  these  

psychological perceptions could be me and that, in cases where I could not in any 

explicit  way  determine  whether  a  word  or  an  expression  is  a  neologism  or  not,  my  

own intuition would have to play its part when making a final decision. 

My full list of neologisms is in the Appendix. I readily accept that some 

of the words and expressions on the list may be questioned. In the occasions where I 

have indeed used my intuition, my instincts may have been wrong, or at least 

dubious. One of the main concerns for me with this thesis has been whether my 

selection and categorisation of neologisms has turned out satisfactory. I will now 

explain my reasons for acceptance and rejection with examples. 

To  start  with,  I  decided  to  leave  out  all  proper  names  of  human  and  

alien beings, planets, countries, cities, individual space ships, companies and 

products. I did not find a source that would deem proper names not to be neologisms 

– although this was implied in Janssen (unpublished, s.d.) – but in the context of this 

thesis I nevertheless found that analysing the translations of proper names would be 

rather  fruitless  as  there  is  almost  no  variation  in  their  translation  in  the  Finnish  

subtitles of Stargate SG-1. Proper names have been left as such (e.g. ‘Bra’tac’ – 

Bra’tac, ‘Abydos’ – Abydos, ‘Radon Shield 55’ – Radon Shield 55), or in some rare 

cases a part of them has been translated into Finnish (e.g. ‘Tech Con Group’ – Tech 

Con -ryhmä). 

Even though I have left out the names of planets and alien countries, I 

have  accepted  nationalities  and  ethnicities.  This  means  that  I  have,  for  example,  

rejected the country name ‘Kelowna’, but accepted the adjective ‘Kelownan’ and also 

the word for the Kelownan people as a whole, ‘the Kelownans’. I have made this 

decision on an intuitive basis: I felt that the name of a planet is a proper name, 

whereas the other two describe a whole cultural history and a group of hundreds of 

thousands of individuals respectively, and thus do not connote just one single thing. 

Also, the translators of Stargate SG-1 have without exception transferred planet 

names  into  the  Finnish  subtitles  as  direct  borrowings  –  left  them as  such  –  whereas  
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with nationalities there has clearly been more variation in the way they have 

translated the original word.  

I  also  looked  at  the  Oxford  English  Dictionary  (OED Online) to see 

what kind of entities had been accepted as words there. For example, could a number 

combination be said to be a word and thus in some cases also a neologism? The 

American emergency call number ‘911’ has its own entry in the OED, so I thought in 

this context the space ship class ‘302’ could also be included in my list of neologisms, 

as it is not the name of one single space ship (i.e. proper name) but a general term for 

a whole class of space ships that appear in the series regularly. Some of the individual 

space ships of this fleet do also have their own proper names, but those names I have 

not included in my list for the same reason as other proper names. However, ‘302’ is 

an umbrella term for a group of vessels, which is why I think it is justifiable to accept 

it as a neologism. 

On  the  contrary,  I  have  left  out  words  that  are  very  essential  to  the  

science  fiction  vocabulary  and  would  thus  at  first  sight  seem  to  be  neologistic,  but  

that have in fact already gained their own entry in the OED in the course of the years. 

The OED has entries for such typical science fiction expressions as ‘hyperspace’, 

‘hyperdrive’, ‘nanite’, ‘subspace’ and ‘life support’, and it specifically mentions that 

these words are the language of science fiction. As the words appear in a dictionary 

and as their meaning in Stargate SG-1 does not differ from their dictionary definition, 

I have had no premise to add them into my list of neologisms and have therefore 

rejected them. 

Next there was the question of words that appear in dictionaries but that 

have a different meaning in the context of Stargate SG-1. Examples of such words are 

‘chevron’,  ‘iris’,  and  ‘rings’.  A  chevron’s  dictionary  definition  is  an  inverted  V-

shaped pattern used for example in coats of arms or on the sleeve badges of military 

uniforms. However, in the series a ‘chevron’ is a metal fragment of the Stargate device 

that locks the space coordinates of another planet onto the device and enables a 

wormhole to open up to that planet. An iris – by its dictionary meaning either a type 

of flower or a part of an eye – is in Stargate SG-1 a metal shield that may be spread in 
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front of an operating Stargate device to block any unwanted passengers or gunfire to 

arrive through an open wormhole. ‘Rings’ are an abbreviation of ‘transport rings’ or 

‘ring transporters’; a technology where a set of large, ring-shaped devices enable 

people and goods to materialise from one point to another in a matter of seconds. As 

we can see, the dictionary definitions of these words are not what the words refer to 

in the series. Going back to John Algeo’s definition of a neologism, “the newness [of 

a new word] may lie in a novel use of an existing form” (1998: 2). This is what has 

happened with the above words, and it is also the reason why I have added them and 

other similar words into my list of neologisms. All the neologistic words that appear 

in dictionaries with their standard definitions but that have another meaning in 

Stargate SG-1 are marked with an asterisk (*) in the Appendix. 

Finally, for general interest’s sake, I would like to explain a 

phenomenon that I encountered during the process of collecting neologisms. There 

are some words in the episodes that do not appear in dictionaries – which directly 

makes them neologisms in this study as one of the two requirements I have had for a 

word to be a neologism is that it does not appear in general dictionaries – but that are 

in fact used in some non-Stargate SG-1 contexts in current language. For example, a 

‘cryogenic chamber’ is a real invention that is used today in health and welfare 

centres, offering customers health benefits through a short stay in a room with 

freezing temperatures. Nevertheless, the word does not appear in dictionaries as it is 

quite new and not yet fully established, and on top of this it has a different meaning in 

Stargate SG-1.  In  the  series,  a  ‘cryogenic  chamber’  refers  to  a  small  pod  where  a  

person can spend hundreds or even thousands of years deep-frozen in a sleep-like 

state before being woken up. Cryogenics is a real branch of science, but not as much 

can be achieved – and probably never will – with our real, current knowledge of the 

technology as can in science fiction. This corresponds again to Cabré’s ‘psychology’ 

classification (1999: 205): if an existing word or expression is perceived to have 

gained a new meaning, then it is a neologism. A cryogenic chamber in Stargate SG-1 

obviously differs from its namesake used in current real-world welfare centres, which 

is why the word describing it, although outwardly the same, carries a very different 
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meaning. A cryogenic chamber is also a newly-risen unit that does not yet appear in 

dictionaries, which additionally corresponds to Cabré’s ‘diachrony’ and 

‘lexicography’ categories (ibid.). The word is, then, clearly a neologism. 

I have gladly accepted ‘cryogenic chamber’ as a neologisms as it does 

not appear in dictionaries, but I would have added the word in my list even if it did 

appear in dictionaries with its current health welfare meaning. I regard the meaning of 

the  word  in  Stargate SG-1 to be different enough from its above-explained 

counterpart to constitute a new word. Other similar cases in my list of neologisms are, 

for example, ‘energy signature’, ‘epsilon particle’, ‘navigational computer’ and 

‘plasma pulse’.  

In Table 2, I have summarised the types of words and expressions that I 

have accepted as neologisms in the context of this thesis. 

Table 2. Summary of the neologisms accepted for this study 
1. Words or expressions that do not appear in dictionaries nor in any other context   

outside the Stargate SG-1 series  
(including nationalities, ethnicities, acronyms, and certain numerals – excluding   
proper names) 

 
    Examples: 

Stargate, event horizon, tretonin, to beam oneself out, the Kelownans, MALP,   
302 

2. Words or expressions that appear in dictionaries but whose dictionary    
    definition is different from what they mean in Stargate SG-1 

 
Examples: 

    chevron, iris, rings 
3. Words or expressions that are occasionally used in other contexts than in  
    the Stargate SG-1 series but do not appear in dictionaries 

 
Examples: 
cryogenic chamber, energy signature, navigational computer, plasma pulse 
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4.1.2 The classification of translation techniques 

After I had decided which words and expressions were neologisms and completed my 

word list, I moved on to categorise the translation techniques that the Finnish 

translators KS and EL have used when subtitling the neologisms into Finnish. I based 

my classification on Molina and Hurtado Albir’s list of translation techniques 

(discussed earlier in chapter 2.2.1), but also added two techniques that are not 

mentioned  in  their  list  (synonymy and  omission).  In  total,  I  was  able  to  detect  nine  

translation techniques that had been used in my corpus:  

a) borrowing  
b) calque 
c) synonymy 
d) generalisation 
e) reduction   
f) amplification 
g) discursive creation 
h) transposition 
i) omission 

Below in Table 3, I introduce in more detail the different translation techniques. 

Table 3. The classification of translation techniques that appear in the corpus 
Borrowing The source-language neologism has been transferred into the 

subtitles directly, the only alteration being a possible 
naturalisation process (i.e. adapting the translated word to fit 
Finnish orthography). 
 
Examples:  
‘Harsesis’  harsesis 
‘Stargate’  Stargate 
‘the Goa’uld’  goa’uldit 
‘the Tiranians’  tiranialaiset 
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Calque The source-language neologism has been translated into 
Finnish word for word. 
 
Examples: 
‘automatic correlative update’  automaattinen 
korrelaatiopäivitys 
‘matrix memory module’  matriisimuistimoduuli 
‘torture stick’  kidutuskeppi 

Synonymy There is only a very slight difference of meaning between 
the source-language neologism and the translation; the 
translation is almost a calque but not quite. 
 
Examples: 
‘alien psyche’  muukalaismieli 
‘energy signature’  merkki energiasta 
‘unscheduled incoming traveler’  ennalta ilmoittamaton 
saapuva matkustaja 

Generalisation The source-language neologism has been translated into 
something more general in Finnish. 
 
Examples: 
‘alien co-pilot’  muukalaisapulainen 
‘cool-down coordinate’  jäähtymispaikka 
‘Gate system’  portit 
’zat blast’  tulitus 

Reduction A part of the original has been left out of the translation. 
 
Examples: 
‘crystal power core’  kristalliydin 
‘force field cell’  voimakenttä 
‘Gate room protocol’  porttikäytäntö 
‘personal shield’  kilpi 

Amplification Something has been added into the translation. 
 
Examples: 
‘rings’  siirtorenkaat 
‘staff blast’  sauva-aseen isku 
‘zat’  zat-ase 
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Discursive creation The source-language neologism has been translated in an 
unpredictable way and may seem strange out of context. 
 
Examples:  
‘beam technology’  siirtosäde 
‘cryogenic suspension’  syväuni 
‘iris’  suljin 
‘sleep chamber’  jäädytyskammio 
‘System Lord’  valtias 

Transposition Change of word class or conception. For example, the 
source-language noun has become a target-language verb 
form. 
 
Example: 
‘alien encounter’  kohdata muukalainen 
’You were an ascended being.’  Olit noussut 
korkeammalle tasolle. 

Omission The source-language neologism has been left out from the 
translation altogether. 
 
Example: 
‘Its system log seems to be isolated on a separate crystal 
from memory control.’  Sen järjestelmäloki on eristettynä 
erillisellä kiteellä. 

 

4.2 Findings 

My final list of neologisms includes 267 original English words. The number of 

Finnish translations is 316, as some of the English originals have been translated in 

more than one way (I will discuss this phenomenon in the next subchapter 4.2.1). The 

most used translation technique has been calque with 122 instances. Borrowing 

comes next, with 78 instances, followed by discursive creation (45), reduction (34), 

synonymy (22), generalisation (22), transposition (14), amplification (10), and finally 

omission (8). These amount to a total of 355 instances of translation techniques. The 

reason why there are more translation techniques than translations (355 compared to 
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316) is that there are 39 instances where the translation is a combination of two 

techniques, for example ‘Kull Warrior’ – Kull-soturi; borrowing + calque. The results 

are shown in a graphic form in Figure 1. 

Figure 1. The amount and percentages of the translation techniques used in the 
translation of neologisms in the seventh season of Stargate SG-1 

 

The first thing to notice is that full omission has been used only eight times in the 

translation of 267 neologisms. This corresponds to three per cent of all the 

neologisms. As mentioned earlier in chapter 3.1, Gottlieb (1998: 247) speculates that 

one  third  of  the  original  dialogue  is  normally  left  out  from subtitles,  as  viewers  can  

gather missing information from the audiovisual clues that they see and hear. In the 

case of neologisms in Stargate SG-1, this figure does not match. Naturally, a subtitler 

will typically first leave out other words than nouns, such as interjections, which is 

why it is understandable that the estimated one third of the original dialogue of 

Stargate SG-1 has been cut down from other material than the neologisms which are 

mostly noun constructions. In any case I consider three per cent and eight words to be 
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a very small percentage of omission. This seems to indicate that the translators have 

felt that neologisms are important to preserve. 

 In addition, the two clearly most used translation techniques have been 

calque and borrowing – together constituting more than half of all the translations – 

both of which tend to change the essential  of the original the barest  minimum. This 

suggests that the translators have aimed to keep the Finnish translations of neologisms 

as  close  to  the  originals  as  possible.  One  reason  may  of  course  also  be  the  general  

easiness of the calque and borrowing techniques. In a case where there is enough 

space on the screen to translate a science fiction neologism word for word or to 

transfer it into the subtitles as it is, the translator can choose one of those techniques 

and does not need to ponder a more complex translation decision, enabling him or her 

to move on quickly. Also, when it comes to pseudo-scientific vocabulary, a translator 

has  the  smallest  risk  of  making  scientific  mistakes  when  s/he  translates  e.g.  the  

original name of a technological device word for word into the target language and 

leaves the responsibility of a possibly ridiculous invention, worthy of critique from a 

knowledgeable viewer, to the scriptwriters of the series. After all, if the translation 

seems strange, the translator may appeal to the fact that the original term was just as 

bizarre. 

 Calque has been a straightforward choice in the translation of technical 

compound words such as ‘plasma weapon’ (plasma-ase), ‘matrix memory module’ 

(matriisimuistimoduuli), ‘superconductive crystal’ (superjohtava kide) and ‘coded 

energy signal’ (koodattu energiasignaali). As so many of the neologisms of the series 

are these sorts of technical compound words, calque has become the overall most 

used translation technique. Borrowing, on the other hand, has been used in the 

translation of neologism that sound completely foreign even to an English speaker, 

such as ‘Tok’ra’ (tokra), ‘the Serrakin’ (serrakinit), ‘Al’kesh’ (Alkesh), and ‘Asgard’ 

(asgardi). The Finnish translation has in some cases been slightly naturalised to fit 

Finnish orthography (‘Asgard’ – asgardi), but otherwise the source-language 

neologisms have been transferred into Finnish almost exactly in their original form. A 

combination of the borrowing and calque techniques has been used when part of a 
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compound neologism is such that it does not sound familiar in any way even to 

English speakers, and the other part is such that it can be translated into Finnish word 

for  word  from  English.  Examples  of  this  are  ‘Asgard  ruling  council’  (asgardien 

johtoneuvosto),  ‘Goa’uld  symbiote’  (goa’uld-symbiootti),  ‘Kull  Warrior’  (Kull-

soturi), ‘naqahdad refinery’ (naqahdahjalostamo), and ‘zat weapon’ (zat-ase). 

 One  interesting  point  is  the  translation  of  the  word  ‘Stargate’  itself.  I  

would have presumed that this word would have been translated as a calque: 

tähtiportti. However, instead the borrowing technique has been used, and the device 

Stargate has been left as such: Stargate. There is only one single instance of 

tähtiportti, occurring in the very first episode that EL has subtitled. Before her KS has 

always translated the Stargate as Stargate, and EL starts using Stargate as well after 

the one instance in the first episode. When Stargate SG-1 was first broadcast on 

Finnish television years ago, I recall that the Stargate was always translated as 

tähtiportti. Tähtiportti was also the official  Finnish name of the series.  However,  on 

the DVD version the word tähtiportti does not appear at all, not even as the name of 

the series, except for the afore-mentioned single instance. The DVD name of the 

series is Stargate SG-1, meaning that the term has been borrowed from English as 

such. Perhaps the translators have been given instructions to leave the original as it is. 

In the same way that product names such as iPad or PlayStation have been borrowed 

directly  into  Finnish,  the  Stargate  is  maybe  also  perceived  as  a  concept  that  should  

not be translated. Even if this should be the case, the reduced word portti (‘gate’) 

does appear as the translation of the Stargate device on many occasions on the DVD 

subtitles, usually when text space on the screen is limited. This may be due to the fact 

that even in the original English script, the Stargate device is often referred to simply 

as ‘Gate’ to avoid unnecessary repetition, and borrowing the English word gate into 

Finnish in those situations would be odd. The usage of portti may then have diffused 

from those instances into others, either consciously or unconsciously. 

 The third most used technique after calque and borrowing has been 

discursive creation with 45 instances (13 % of all the translations), which I think is 

also interesting: translating neologisms has clearly inspired the two translators to use 
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their imagination. There does not seem to be a clear pattern in what sorts of 

neologisms have been translated via discursive creation, and so this technique appears 

to be the one with the most mixed use. On one hand, quite a few of those neologisms 

that exist in contexts outside the series have been translated with discursive creation – 

for example ‘iris’ (suljin),  ‘chevron’  (hakanen), and ‘cryogenic chamber’ 

(jäädytyskammio) – but on the other hand, the discursive creation technique has not 

been applied to only these but to many other miscellaneous cases as well. Some 

examples are ‘beam technology’ (siirtosäde), ‘cryogenic suspension’ (syväuni), ‘mind 

probe’ (ajatustenlukija), ‘First Prime’ (kaartin päällikkö), ‘United Alliance of System 

Lords’ (Valtiaiden liitto), and ‘phaser’ (fotonivahvistin).  

 Discursive creation is followed by the first technique where the original 

neologisms can be said to have suffered: reduction with 34 instances, constituting 10 

per cent of all the translations. Here I have to first acknowledge a certain fact that 

may  have  skewed  the  results  slightly.  In  two  cases  a  word  has  been  translated  as  a  

calque when it has first appeared in an episode, for example ‘correlative update’ 

(korrelaatiopäivitys). When some time later the word has appeared again, the subtitler 

has decided to reduce the translation, as the viewer has already seen the full 

translation before. This way ‘correlative update’ becomes only päivitys (‘update’) the 

second time around. The same happens with ‘automatic correlative update’ (1. 

automaattinen korrelaatiopäivitys 2. automaattipäivitys). This phenomenon only 

takes place in these two instances; otherwise the reductions have been used for the 

very first appearance of a neologism. 

 The reduction technique has mainly been used when translating 

complex technical words,  but sometimes also for shorter structures.  I  believe that in 

most instances the translators have resorted to reduction because of limited text-space 

on  screen.  For  example,  the  words  ‘crystal  power  core’  or  ‘force  field  deactivation  

code’ could easily be translated as full calques (kristallivoimaydin, voimakentän 

sulkukoodi), but instead the translators have reduced them to kristalliydin and kentän 

sulkukoodi (‘crystal core’, ‘field deactivation code’). The obvious explanation that 

comes  to  mind  is  space  restriction.  Other  examples  are  ‘Gate  room  protocol’  
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(porttikäytäntö), ‘long-range scanning control unit’ (pitkän matkan skanneri), and 

‘personal shield’ (kilpi). The reason I count these kinds of abridgements as reductions 

and not as omissions is that the specific words that have been cut from the Finnish 

translation have originally been a part of a larger compound word structure, and the 

Finnish translation does still include the neologism in question, only in a reduced 

form. In omission, on the contrary, a fully independent word or structure has been 

omitted from the translation without a trace.  

 Synonymy and generalisation come next, both with 22 instances. Each 

constitutes 6 % of all the translations. Examples of synonymy are ‘alien psyche’ 

(muukalaismieli), ‘Gate control’ (porttivartio), ‘memory recall device’ 

(muistinpalautuslaite)  ‘transport  ring’  (siirtorengas) and ‘symbiote holding tank’ 

(symbiootin säilytysastia). If one searches in an English–Finnish dictionary for all the 

separate words constituting the afore-listed neologisms, one will find that the Finnish 

translations are not completely literal versions of the originals. At first the translation 

may seem like a calque, but in fact there is too much alteration for it to really 

constitute as one. Still, the meaning only changes very slightly, so slightly in fact that 

in some cases one really has to consult a dictionary first to be sure that the translation 

is  not  fully  compatible  with  the  dictionary  definition  of  its  component  words.  Why  

have the translators used the synonymy technique, then? It may be that in certain 

situations a synonymy translation has simply sounded better, more natural in Finnish, 

to  their  ear  than  a  calque  translation.  They  may  also  have  translated  via  synonymy  

without even realising it: when working with a subtitle, they have perhaps quickly 

written what has first come to mind, and the result has worked so well in that specific 

subtitle that there has been no need to change it later on. 

Examples of generalisation are ‘alien co-pilot’ (muukalaisapulainen), 

‘beaming technology’ (siirtotekniikka), ‘cool-down coordinate’ (jäähtymispaikka), ‘to 

beam  oneself  out’  (poistua)  and  ‘zat  blast’  (tulitus).  Similarly  as  with  reduction,  in  

many cases the reason for using generalisation has probably been space restriction. 

For instance, translating the expression ‘to beam oneself out’ as e.g. säteilyttää 

itsensä pois would have taken much more space on the screen than the simple poistua 
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(‘to exit’), although the original neologism has unfortunately lost its uniqueness in the 

process. Generalisation has also been an easier technique in some situations. The 

sentence ‘[it] made quick work of those attack drones’ has been translated by KS into 

a more general [se] selvisi tulituksesta helposti (‘it got off the firing easily’). If 

‘attack drone’ was to be translated as a calque, its dictionary translation would turn 

out to be something like kauko-ohjauksinen hyökkäyslentokone which, in addition to 

being very long, would sound rather silly in its context. As this translation would 

presumably be far too clumsy, it would have to be revised somehow, which in turn 

would take up the subtitler’s time and nerves. Substituting the problematic noun with 

the general term ‘firing’ has undoubtedly been an easier solution.  

   Transposition has been used 14 times (4 % of all the translations). It has 

in most cases been used when a direct translation would sound strange in Finnish, and 

the translator has decided that a better option is to go round the problem. An example 

of  this  is  the  translation  of  ‘you  were  an  ascended  being’.  The  Finnish  olit noussut 

olento would sound awkward, and the translator (KS) has instead settled on olit 

noussut korkeammalle tasolle (‘you had ascended to a higher plane’). Another basic 

example of the use of transposition in my corpus is the change from adjective to 

genitive case, such as in the case of the expression ‘under Tiranian rule’ (Tirania 

being a country on an alien planet). The phrase has been translated as Tiranian vallan 

alla (‘under Tirania’s rule’) and not tiranialaisen vallan alla, that is, with a genitive 

case  and  not  with  an  adjective  as  in  the  source  text.  This  is  a  standard  procedure  in  

translation from English into Finnish, as in these cases an adjectival construction does 

not  sound  as  natural  in  Finnish  as  a  construction  with  a  genitive  case.  The  same  

occurs with ‘Kelownan research budget’, which has not been translated as 

kelownalainen tutkimusbudjetti but  as  Kelownan tutkimusbudjetti (‘Kelowna’s 

research budget’) – again preferring the genitive case to the use of an adjective. 

There is one instance of the use of transposition that strikes me as pure 

unawareness. On the second episode that EL has worked with, she has translated the 

sentence ‘this is where I come to kelno’reem’ as tässä tulee kuvaan kelno’reem (‘this 

is where kelno’reem comes into picture’), turning the verb ‘to kelno’reem’ into a 
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noun ‘kelno’reem’. Kelno’reeming is a form of meditation practiced by the alien race 

Jaffa in Stargate SG-1, and the viewers of the series are introduced to the activity 

regularly, as one of the SG-1 team members and main characters of the series is a 

Jaffa. When seeing this translation for the first time, I immediately got the feeling that 

EL did not yet know what kelno’reeming was at the time of translating the episode in 

question and tried to go round the problem by using the quite generic ‘to come into 

picture’. Unfortunately the translation sounds quite tactless in its context, as the scene 

where the words are uttered and the person who utters them are both very serious by 

nature, and the translation appears too juvenile and casual for the situation.  

 The use of amplification has been rare, with 10 cases and three per cent 

of all the translations. It has been used in cases where the original word might not 

open up to the viewer if it was translated directly and with no additional explanation. 

Examples of amplification are ‘303’ (303-alus), ‘Ancient’ (ikivanhojen kieli), ‘rings’ 

(siirtorenkaat) ‘staff blast’ (sauva-aseen isku),  ‘Stargate  Command’  (Stargate-

komentokeskus) and ‘zat’ (zat-ase). In fact I am a bit surprised that the amplification 

technique has not been used more often. There are many neologistic words in 

Stargate SG-1 that are similar to the examples above and that would probably not 

suffer in any way if additional explanatory words were added into their translations. 

Neither is it a very difficult task for a subtitler to add small facilitating words here or 

there. Although one explanation could be that the translators have not wanted to make 

the translations too easy or condescending to the audience, I believe that a more 

plausible reason is once again the lack of space on screen – the old dilemma that 

comes up time and again in the world of subtitling.  

 As discussed earlier, omission has been used only eight times and it 

constitutes only two per cent of all the used translations techniques. Omission appears 

in two ways: either a whole sentence or phrase has been left out, or one specific word 

that is not a part of a compound word structure has been omitted. An example of the 

first  case  is  the  following  long  sentence:  ‘A  planet  with  two  moons,  a  naqahdah  

refinery near some sort of anti-gravity dry dock with a mothership under 

construction’.  It  has  been  translated  as  planeetta, jolla on kaksi kuuta ja 
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naqahdahjalostamo, sekä emoalus rakenteilla (‘a  planet  with  two  moons  and  a  

naqahdah refinery, and a mothership under construction’). The part ‘near some sort of 

anti-gravity dry dock’ has been omitted from the Finnish translation, probably again 

because of limited text space on screen. An example of the second case shows that 

only  the  adjective  ‘Langaran’  (‘Langara’  =  an  alien  planet)  has  been  omitted:  

‘Without infrastructure, any uninhabited planet would not be able to sustain many 

Langaran refugees’ – Ilman infrastruktuuria mikään asumaton planeetta ei voi pitää 

hengissä monta pakolaista (‘without infrastructure, no uninhabited planet can sustain 

many  refugees’).  These  two  types  of  cases  are  in  fact  the  sole  situations  where  

omission  has  been  used:  either  the  original  sentence  is  so  long  that  it  has  been  

impossible for the translator to fit all its contents into the Finnish subtitle, or an 

adjectival  structure  referring  to  a  nationality  has  been  left  out.  Even  the  only  

seemingly short neologistic phrase that has been omitted (‘I zatted a Jaffa’) is actually 

the last sentence of a long monologue, which is why it has been left out to save space 

for the translation of the rest of the speech, as it has not been of essential importance 

to the scene. Admittedly, as a side effect, omitting the sentence has conveniently 

spared the translator from having to come up with a Finnish equivalent for the rather 

problematic neologism ‘to zat’. 

4.2.1 Observations on the translators’ strategies  

While gathering my corpus, I sometimes noticed variation in KS and EL’s translation 

decisions concerning the same neologisms. KS has occasionally translated a 

neologism differently than EL and vice versa. In addition, sometimes even the same 

translator has translated a neologism in a different way in separate episodes or during 

one single episode.  

 Table 4 shows all the instances where the translators translated a 

neologism in a different way, or where a neologism was translated in different ways 

by  the  same  translator.  Incorrect  translations  are  marked  with  an  asterisk  (*).  More  

details about why certain translations are incorrect can be found in the Appendix. 
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Table 4. Variation in the translators’ translation decisions 
KS’s varying translations 
Gate records KS: porttitiedot / portin tiedot 
Repository of Knowledge KS: tieto / tietovarasto 
staff blast KS: sauva-aseen isku  / laukaus 
EL’s varying translations 
automatic correlative update EL: automaattinen korrelaatiopäivitys / 

automaattipäivitys  
control crystal EL: ohjauskristalli / ohjauskide 
correlative update EL: korrelaatiopäivitys / päivitys 
energy signature EL: energia / merkki energiasta 
Gate network EL: porttiverkosto / portit /  porttijärjestelmä 
Gate system EL: porttijärjestelmä / portit / porttisysteemi 
Goa’uld host EL: goa’uld-isäntä  / goa’uldien isäntä 
Goa’uld symbiote EL: goa’uld-symbiootti / *goa’uldien symbiootti 
Intelligence Oversight 
Committee 

EL: valvontaryhmä / Tiedusteluvalvontakomitea 

iris code EL: suljinkoodi / sulkimen koodi 
SG team EL: SG-tiimi / SG-ryhmä 
target Gate EL: haluttu portti / kohdeportti 
to dial [the Stargate] EL: soittaa / näppäillä numero / ottaa koodi / valita 

numero 
to use a mindprobe [on 
someone] 

EL: luodata [jonkun] mieltä / tunkeutua [jonkun] 
mieleen 

KS and EL’s varying translations 
Alpha Site KS: Alfapaikka 

EL: alfa-alue 
First Prime KS: parhaimmisto 

EL: kaartin päällikkö 
Gate address KS: porttiosoite 

EL: portin osoite 
IDC 
( = Iris Deactivation Code) 

KS: IDC 
EL: TK ( = tunnistuskoodi?) 

the Kelownans KS: *kelownanilaiset 
EL: kelownalaiset / *kelownanit 

MALP telemetry KS: MALPin kaukomittaus 
EL: MALPin kaukomittaustulokset 

mind probe KS: ajatustenlukija 
EL: mielenluotain 

naqahdah generator KS: naqahdah-generaattori / naqahdahgeneraattori 
EL: naqahdah-generaattori 

outgoing wormhole KS: pois lähtevä madonreikä 
EL: madonreikä ulos / lähtevä madonreikä 
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rings KS: siirtorenkaat 
EL: renkaat 

SGC 
( = Stargate Command) 

KS: SGC   
EL: SGC / SG-komentokeskus / *portti 

shol’va KS: shol’va 
EL: petturi 

staff blast KS: sauva-aseen isku / laukaus 
EL: osuma / tulitus 

Stargate KS: Stargate / portti 
EL: Tähtiportti  / Stargate / portti 

Stargate Command KS: SGC / Stargaten johto / Stargaten komento 
EL: Stargaten komentokeskus / SGC / Stargaten 
johto / Stargaten komento 

to kelno’reem KS: vaipua kelno’reemiin / ”Tiedän, ettet tarvitse 
enää kelno’reemia...” 
EL: ”Tässä tulee kuvaan kelno’reem.” 

unscheduled off-world 
activation 

KS: ennaltailmoittamaton aktivaatio 
EL: ennalta ilmoittamaton aktivointi / ennalta 
ilmoittamaton muun maailman aktivointi 

 Most of the variation between translations is not very great or 

significant. In the context of subtitling an entertainment series, it is rather unimportant 

whether ‘Gate records’ is translated as porttitiedot (‘Gate records’) or portin tiedot 

(‘Gate’s  records’),  as  their  meaning  is  almost  exactly  the  same.  What  is  important,  

however, is that the above table indicates that the translators have not had the time to 

go  back  to  their  colleague’s  or  even  their  own previous  translations  to  check  how a  

word may have been translated earlier. If a neologism has reappeared after some time 

since its first appearance, the translators seem to have “reinvented” its translation 

rather than checked how they have translated the same expression earlier. Especially 

EL appears to have had some problems with consistency, as there are more instances 

of  differing  translations  in  the  episodes  that  she  has  translated  than  in  the  episodes  

translated  by  KS.  Of  course,  EL  has  also  translated  more  episodes  than  KS,  which  

probably correlates to the figures. In any case, it looks like EL has not been familiar 

with the series and its contents before starting to translate, examples being the earlier 

kelno’reem  instance  and  the  way  EL  has  not  known  that  *goa’uldien symbiootti 

(‘symbiote of the Goa’ulds) is not a possible translation for ‘Goa’uld symbiote’ as 

Goa’ulds are the symbiotes and they do not have symbiotes themselves. When I was 

gathering my corpus and got to the first episode subtitled by EL after the episodes 
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subtitled by KS, I immediately got the feeling that the translator had changed even 

before I saw EL’s name in the end credits, as the translation of the episode in question 

felt different from KS’s style and there were such mistakes and confusions in the 

subtitles that I had not encountered in the episodes subtitled by KS. KS had probably 

already translated at least part of the series’ sixth season before moving on to translate 

the first episodes of the seventh season, and thus had previous experience on the 

series’ contents. EL, on the other hand, has apparently had to start from scratch, 

which makes it understandable that she has had troubles with certain parts of the 

series’ contents and vocabulary especially during the first episodes that she has 

subtitled.  

 The  Finnish  viewers  of  the  series  would  have  probably  got  a  more  

coherent and smooth reading experience if KS and EL had double-checked their 

earlier  translations  when translating  new episodes  and  consulted  each  other  on  how 

they had translated certain vocabulary. Now it appears that either because of time 

limits or some other obstacles such as not knowing who the other translator is  – or,  

who knows, because of the translators’ own passivity – such work has not taken place 

and the quality of the translation has consequently suffered somewhat. It is difficult to 

say what the DVD translation process has been like in reality, but I would not be 

surprised if there have been tight schedules and if the translators have simply received 

their own individual episodes for translation without any knowledge of the other 

translators working with the series. 

Some further observations on the translation strategies of KS and EL are 

that KS has used the amplification technique more often than EL, and that EL for her 

part has translated some neologistic acronyms into Finnish. Again, KS has probably 

had some previous knowledge of the series’ details and has thus been able to help the 

reader by occasionally adding extra information into the subtitles, while EL has had 

her hands full trying to understand the original neologisms herself. As for the 

translation of acronyms, this is a rather curious affair. EL has translated the acronyms 
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‘IDC’  (Iris  Deactivation  Code)  and  ‘DHD’2 (Dial-Home Device) as TK and KPL. 

There is no explanation at any point as to which Finnish words these acronyms stand 

for. TK refers perhaps to tunnistuskoodi (‘identification code’) and KPL to 

kotiinpaluulaite (‘returning-home device’), but this is only my own guesswork. In a 

way it is a nice idea that EL has wanted to translate also these expressions into 

Finnish, but the fact that the letter combinations are not opened up to the viewer 

makes it all rather meaningless. 

 One final point to notice is that there is some variation in the series’ 

original English vocabulary, too. Even the original vocabulary is occasionally 

systematically unstable. For example, Stargate Command is either ‘Stargate 

Command’  or  an  abbreviated  ‘SGC’,  and  the  Stargate  device  is  called  either  

‘Stargate’ or ‘Gate’. An alien form of technology through which people or goods can 

be instantly transported from one place to another is sometimes called ‘beam 

technology’  while  at  other  times  it  is  referred  to  as  ‘beaming  technology’.  Another  

similar kind of alien transport system has even more variation in its name: in the 

seventh season of the series it appears as a singular ‘transport ring’ or in plural forms 

‘ring transporters’ and ‘rings’. There are more similar instances, which shows that he 

scriptwriters of the series have not always been pedantic about the terminological 

exactness of the neologisms that they have created, and in this sense, neither does it 

feel very reprehensible in the end that there is some variation in the Finnish 

translations of the neologisms. 

 

5 Discussion 

Earlier in chapter 2.3.1 I introduced Gideon Toury’s law of growing standardization 

(1995: 267–274) which claims that translators tend to translate non-standard textual 

elements of a source text in a more conventional way for the target text. I have 

expressed my belief that standardization would not be a widely used method in the 
                                                
2 ‘DHD’ does not appear on Table 5 as it has been translated only by EL and she has translated it 
consistently as KPL. 
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subtitling of science fiction neologisms due to the important role of such vocabulary 

in the science fiction genre. In the context of the corpus that I have gathered and 

analysed for this study, I suggest that my hypothesis holds its ground. Some 

standardization has taken place just as Toury’s law predicted, but not to the extent 

that one could have expected. It seems that the subtitlers have considered neologisms 

to be important to the science fiction genre and to the Stargate SG-1 series. 

Before going on to justifying the validity of my hypothesis, I would like 

to bring up some issues with my work that could be criticised. It must be recognised 

that Toury has not presented any statistics on how much standardization there usually 

is in a translated text, which makes it difficult to come to explicit conclusions beyond 

the general feeling that standardization plays a lesser part in the translation of science 

fiction neologisms than it would in many other contexts. It is also important to note 

that due to the limited research data of this study, phenomena in science fiction 

subtitling cannot be generalised solely in light of this thesis. I have studied 22 

episodes  of  one  science  fiction  series  –  which  is  a  good start  considering  that  there  

does not seem to be much previous academic work on science fiction subtitling – but 

such a sample is not sufficient for making firm, generic conclusions. 

In addition, as the research data has not been more extensive, several 

issues  could  have  impacted  my  results.  To  begin  with,  I  have  only  studied  the  

translation work of two individual subtitlers. If the sampling of translators had been 

larger, or if I had inspected the translations of some other subtitlers than KS and EL, 

the results could have turned out to be very different. Any translation work is without 

doubt affected by the personality, preferences, education, previous experience and 

work ethics of the translator or translators in question. As KS and EL are not 

machines but living and breathing people, the strategies that they have used have 

surely been coloured to a certain extent by their personas, and other translators could 

have settled on some other strategies instead. It is impossible to say how much KS 

and EL’s individual features have influenced the results of this study, but there is 

inevitably a correlation. 
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Even my own research methods may be questioned. Although I have 

naturally striven for good academic work, my list of neologisms and my 

categorisation of translation techniques are only one way of doing things and could be 

challenged, which is why it is necessary to get some other views and studies on 

science fiction subtitling. As it has been difficult to find previous research on the 

subtitling of science fiction neologisms, this study can be said to be among the first to 

tread on that territory. Therefore I think it is only natural that the results seen here are 

still suggestive and need additional testing and further research to become fully 

reliable.  

 One final thing to consider is that my study has concentrated on 

subtitling between English and Finnish. If the same neologisms that have been 

examined here had been studied between some other language pair, the amount and 

percentages of translation techniques could have been quite different. Each language 

has its own peculiarities, and some translation techniques may work better in one 

language than in another. Thus no direct conclusions should be drawn from this study 

to the subtitling of neologisms between other language pairs.  

All these things said, I find my results interesting and noteworthy; one 

reason being exactly that this particular subject has received so little attention before. 

Hardly any of the neologisms in the Stargate SG-1 episodes have been omitted from 

the Finnish translation altogether, and the two clearly most used translation 

techniques for the neologisms have been calque and borrowing, together constituting 

56 per cent of all the used translation techniques. Calque and borrowing change the 

meaning of an original neologism minimally, and so, in my opinion, they do not bring 

about standardization. Synonymy is also very close to the calque technique: while in 

the calque technique the original neologism is translated literally, in a synonymy 

translation a part of the translation alters slightly from the original source-language 

neologism. However, this alteration is so slight that it is often not even easy to spot, 

and a synonymy translation does not appear to be more standard than a calque 

translation would be. For instance, ‘Gate network’ has on one occasion been 

translated as porttijärjestelmä (‘Gate system) which, although different, is no more 
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standard Finnish than the calque porttiverkosto. ‘Transport ring’ has been translated 

as siirtorengas (‘transfer ring’), again something that does not give the impression of 

being more standard language than the calque translation kuljetusrengas would be. As 

all the translations that have been made using the synonymy technique are similar to 

these cases, synonymy does not in my view constitute as standardizing. 

It is more difficult to categorise discursive creation, which clearly 

changes the original meaning of a neologism but not necessarily to anything more 

standard than it was before translation. The word ‘cryogenic suspension’ has been 

translated as syväuni (‘deep sleep’), which is not really a word that would be found in 

Finnish dictionaries but which still sounds much more “normal” than would for 

instance the calque translation kryogeeninen suspensio.  In  this  case  the  discursive  

creation technique indeed seems to have had a standardizing effect. On the other 

hand, let us take the neologism ‘phaser’, which has been translated into Finnish as 

fotonivahvistin (‘photon amplifier’). The translation differs from the original 

neologism but is definitely not conventional language and as such, in my view, does 

not bring about standardization. Discursive creation may then be said to be a 

standardizing technique to some extent, but it includes such a mixed group of 

translations that a black and white categorisation is not possible. 

 Reduction is also a complex technique to categorise. Even though it 

would  at  first  sight  appear  to  be  a  good  example  of  standardization  as  original  

complex neologisms are shortened and thus supposedly become less peculiar than 

they were in the beginning, the reduced translations are in fact not often very 

standard, either. ‘Crystal power core’ turns into kristalliydin (‘crystal core’) and ‘Gate 

room protocol’ into porttikäytäntö (‘Gate protocol’), words that are shorter than the 

originals but still quite eccentric. ‘Personal shield’ does become kilpi (‘shield’) 

though, which is standard Finnish. Again, we have a category with and without a 

standardizing effect, depending on each individual translation. Reduction is often 

resorted to when there is not enough space on screen to translate the source text in its 

totality. Gottlieb suggests that “the time-and-space constraints of subtitling are often 

just an easy excuse for leaving out ‘controversial’ elements of the original dialogue” 
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(2004:  21).  He  may  well  have  a  point,  but  I  believe  that  when  it  comes  to  the  

translation of Stargate SG-1, its neologisms have only been reduced when there has 

been a genuine need to somehow fit all necessary information in the subtitles and 

even the neologisms have had to be shortened for that purpose. Standardization that 

takes place through the reduction technique is not always the translator’s free choice 

but a necessity defined by the restrictions of audiovisual translation. 

Transposition is the third problematic technique to categorise. In certain 

cases transposition has clearly made the translated text sound more general than the 

source-language text was (e.g. ‘You often spoke of the rules to which you were 

subjugated as one of the Ascended’ – Puhuit säännöistä, joita sinun piti totella, kun 

olit noussut). In other situations the Finnish translation is only very slightly different 

from  the  original  and  standardization  does  not  seem  to  have  taken  place  (e.g.  ‘The  

only thing you suffered under Tiranian rule was peace and good government’ – 

Tiranian vallan aikana kärsitte vain hyvästä hallinnosta). Once more we have a 

group of translations that may or not may not generate standardization. 

 The three translation techniques of the corpus that in my opinion clearly 

do display standardization are generalisation, amplification and omission. 

Generalisation changes, as the name suggests, the meaning of an original neologism 

into  something  more  general  and  ordinary  in  the  translation  (for  example  ‘to  beam  

oneself out’ – poistua). In this way the target text becomes more routine language 

than it would have become if using, for example, the calque technique or a surprising 

discursive creation. As for amplification, Gottlieb sees it as a text-normalizing 

technique as strange words are made more explicit and thus more standard for the 

viewer by adding explanatory words into the subtitle (2004: 22); I concur with his 

view. Finally, omission of neologisms naturally standardizes the target text, seeing 

that unusual vocabulary is then left out of the translation altogether. 

To conclude, I find that borrowing, calque and synonymy do not bring 

about notable standardization. Together they constitute 62 per cent of the translation 

techniques used for the translation of the neologisms in my corpus. Discursive 

creation, reduction and transposition (27 per cent of the translation techniques) are 
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unclear cases, where standardization may or may not occur depending on the case. 

Techniques that clearly create standardization are generalisation, amplification and 

omission (11 per cent of the techniques). In this light, standardization has evidently 

taken  place  in  the  translations  of  the  neologisms  collected  for  this  study,  but  I  still  

suggest that the frequency of the phenomenon would have been higher in some other 

context. Only eleven per cent of the translations are distinctly standardizing, whereas 

a clear majority of the rest stay very close to the original neologisms. Thus translators 

of science fiction seem to want to pass the neologisms to the target-language audience 

as unchanged as possible. Neologistic terminology typical to science fiction is not 

among the first things to suffer in subtitling. 

As discussed in chapter 2.3, Pettit (2004: 37) found in her work that 

when translating a television series, translators seem to concentrate on conveying the 

“spirit and heart” of a series rather than providing a literal translation, whereas in the 

translation of a news programme or a documentary they stay very close to the original 

dialogue. Stargate SG-1 is a fictional television series and in that sense its translation 

could be expected to be rather free. The neologisms of the series have, however, been 

translated mostly literally. As I have studied the series’ translation on a specific word 

level and not on a sentence level, it is difficult to evaluate Pettit’s findings in the 

context of Stargate SG-1 as a whole. Even though the translation of neologisms has 

been  quite  literal,  the  series  may have  otherwise  been  translated  in  a  free  way.  This  

was indeed my feeling when I was collecting neologisms from the episodes. Apart 

from the neologisms, there seemed to be much generalisation, reduction and 

omission. Usually the neologisms had been preserved in the Finnish subtitles and any 

trimming that had been needed in order to fit the subtitle on the screen had been done 

on other elements of the dialogue. Although overall the series then seems to have 

been translated rather freely, the neologistic vocabulary has received a more official 

approach. This shows in practice how the science fiction genre combines both 

entertaining, fictional aspects and scientific elements, and how their translation 

requires differing approaches from a translator. 
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6 Conclusion 

The purpose of this thesis was to introduce the way that neologisms, i.e. new words or 

existing words that have recently got a new meaning, have been translated in the 

Finnish DVD subtitles of the Stargate SG-1 science fiction television series. I 

collected all original English neologisms and their Finnish translations from the 22 

episodes of the series’ seventh season to see what types of translation techniques have 

been used by the subtitlers. This thesis also aimed to test whether the neologisms of 

the series have been translated in such a way that they have become more standard 

language in the Finnish translation than they originally were in English. 

 I began my study with theoretical background on science fiction and its 

translation. Science fiction is a very specific genre that combines reality with fiction 

and real technical and scientific inventions with pseudo-technology and 

pseudoscience. Combined with the particularities of subtitling, it poses the translator 

an interesting challenge as both the scientific and fictional sides of the genre need to 

be taken into consideration during the translation process. A translator who starts to 

work on a science fiction translation needs to verify in dictionaries the proper 

equivalents for existing technical and scientific terminology, but at the same time 

imagination and innovation is required for the translation of the fictional elements of 

the story. 

 I also looked at neologisms and their translation. For the success of this 

study, it was important to find a precise definition for the term neologism so that I 

could justify which vocabulary of the episodes I had accepted as neologisms and 

which not. This task was not as easy as it may seem, as neologisms are fluctuating by 

nature and each person may have a differing conception of whether or not a certain 

word or expression is a neologism. In the end I settled on defining a neologism – in 

this study – as a word or expression that does not appear in general dictionaries at all 

or that does appear in general dictionaries but not with the meaning that it has in the 

context of the Stargate SG-1 series.  Another  difficult  task  of  this  thesis  project  was  

the categorisation of different translation techniques that had been used for the 
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translation of the neologisms in my corpus. I had to find a suitable framework for the 

classification  of  various  techniques  and  then  go  through  all  the  neologisms  to  see  

which type of a translation technique had been used for each. This was a time-

consuming process that turned out to be more complex than I had imagined before 

starting my work. I based my categorisation of translation techniques mostly on 

Molina and Hurtado Albir’s study (2002). 

 An important emphasis of this thesis was on Gideon Toury’s (1995: 

267–274) law of growing standardization which claims that atypical textual elements 

of a source text are translated into more standard, conventional language for the target 

text. I wished to test whether the theory applies to the subtitling of neologisms in a 

science fiction setting. My hypothesis was that although, in general, much of the 

original dialogue is standardized or even omitted when subtitling a television 

programme, the neologisms of a science fiction series would not be among the first to 

be left out or changed, as this vocabulary is one of the main characteristics that set 

science fiction apart from other genres.  

The results from my corpus revealed that my hypothesis held its ground 

quite well, as definite standardization has taken place to a rather small extent in the 

Finnish  subtitles  of  the  Stargate SG-1 neologisms. The subtitlers of the seventh 

season’s episodes have stayed fairly close to the original neologisms in their 

translations.  Only  eight  original  English  neologisms  from  a  total  of  267  have  been  

omitted completely from the Finnish subtitles. The translation techniques that 

generate minimal standardization – calque, borrowing and synonymy – have been 

used for 62 per cent of the neologisms. Discursive creation, reduction and 

transposition are less clear cases; in some situations they can bring about 

standardization, but translations created through these techniques may also be just as 

peculiar as the original neologisms. Discursive creation, reduction and transposition 

have been used for 27 per cent of the translations. Techniques that clearly produce 

standardization, i.e. generalisation, amplification and omission, have been used for 11 

per cent of the translations.  
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The translators of Stargate SG-1 seem to have regarded neologisms as 

an important element of the source text that should be transferred to the Finnish 

subtitles with care. Due to the time and space constraints of subtitling, a substantial 

part of the source text generally gets reduced or omitted from the translation. In the 

subtitles of Stargate SG-1, these cuts have mostly been made to other areas of the 

dialogue than to the neologisms, which signals of the importance of this specific 

vocabulary to the science fiction genre. 

As of yet, science fiction subtitling has not been studied widely. In fact, 

the audiovisual translation of different genres in general has not gathered much 

interest thus far. Pettit (2004) studied the audiovisual translation of various genres 

and found that translators make different translation choices depending on the genre 

they are translating, but more research is needed before any universal conclusions can 

be drawn. Additional information on the topic would surely contribute to students, 

scholars and translators. The translation of neologisms is also an area that, in my 

opinion, calls for more extensive research, as there are still only few studies on the 

subject.  

As for the specific area of science fiction subtitling, I would like to 

emphasise that my research data has not been so extensive that definite, generic 

conclusions could be made only on the basis of this one study. Nevertheless, my 

results clearly do indicate that subtitlers consider neologisms to be an important area 

of the science fiction genre and that they aim at translations that stay as close to the 

original neologisms as possible. 
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    Appendix 

    Stargate SG-1, 7th season (2003–2004). Original neologisms and their Finnish translations. 

* (after a neologism) = words that appear in general dictionaries but that have a different meaning in the context of Stargate SG-1 
* (before a Finnish translation) = incorrect translation 
 

Original word/concept Finnish translation Translation technique Examples/comments 
302 302 borrowing 302 = an abbreviation for a class of space ship; 

may refer to either X-302 or F-302 
303 303-alus borrowing + amplification 303 = an abbreviation for a type of space ship; full 

name X-303 or BC-303 (both names are used for 
the same type of ships) 

aft shields peräsuojat calque  
age of Prata Prata-ikä borrowing + calque  
Al’kesh Alkesh borrowing a class of alien space ship 
alien contagion muukalaistartunta calque  
alien co-pilot muukalaisapulainen generalisation  
alien device muukalaislaite calque  
alien encounter kohdata muukalainen transposition ‘How can anyone be trained to handle an alien 

encounter…’  ’Miten kenetkään voi kouluttaa 
kohtaamaan muukalaisia…’ 

alien influence muukalaisvaikutus calque  
alien language muukalaisten kieli calque  
alien psyche muukalaismieli synonymy  
alien technology muukalaisteknologia calque  
alien time capsule device muukalaisten aikakapselilaite calque  
alien transportation device muukalaissiirtolaite synonymy  
alien vessel muukalaisalus calque  
alien war muukalaissota calque  
Alpha Site alfa-alue /  

Alfapaikka 
synonymy /  
calque 

‘site’ in Finnish is paikka, sijaintipaikka, tontti 
(not alue even though it comes close  
synonymy) 
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an Ancient, the Ancients  ikivanha, ikivanhat calque a humanoid race 
Ancient (language) ikivanhojen kieli amplification  
Ancient alien database ikivanhojen tietokanta reduction  
the Andaris andarit borrowing a human race 
anti-gravity dry dock – omission ‘A planet with two moons, a naqahdah refinery 

near some sort of anti-gravity dry dock with a 
mothership under construction?’ ’Planeetta, 
jolla on kaksi kuuta ja naqahdahjalostamo, sekä 
emoalus rakenteilla?’ 

anti-gravity platform painovoiman vastainen alusta calque  
the Ascended [has not been translated directly] transposition a humanoid race 

 
‘You often spoke of the rules to which you were 
subjugated as one of the Ascended.’  ‘Puhuit 
säännöistä, joita sinun piti totella, kun olit 
noussut.’ 

ascended being [has not been translated directly] transposition + discursive 
creation 

‘… you were an ascended being.’ ‘… olit 
noussut korkeammalle tasolle.’ 

an Asgard, the Asgard  asgardi, asgardit borrowing an alien race 
Asgard High Council Asgardien neuvosto borrowing + reduction  
Asgard Ruling Council asgardien johtoneuvosto borrowing + calque  
an Ashrak ashrak borrowing an alien being 
attack drone tulitus 

 
generalisation ‘[It] made quick work of those attack drones…’ 

‘[Se] selvisi tulituksesta helposti…’ 
automatic correlative update automaattinen korrelaatiopäivitys / 

automaattipäivitys 
calque /  
reduction 

 

battle cruiser* taistelualus  generalisation  
BC-303 BC-303 borrowing a class of space ship  
beam technology siirtosäde discursive creation ‘We’re hoping [it] could prevent Osiris from using 

the beam technology to escape Daniel's room.’  
‘Toivomme, että [se] estää Osirista pakenemasta 
siirtosäteellä Danielin luota.’ 

beaming technology siirtotekniikka generalisation ‘Beaming’ is a type of transportation in Stargate 
SG-1; an entity can be moved from one place to 
another through an energy beam. ‘Beaming’ = a 
way of transportation  generalised into siirto. 
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beam weapon sädease calque  
Beta Site beta-alue synonymy  
blast transmission räjähdys reduction ‘This will allow us to send a blast transmission.’ 

‘Tämän avulla voimme lähettää räjähdyksen.’ 
capsule of biotoxin biotoksiinikapseli calque  
cargo runner rahtikuljettaja calque  
ceramic polymer keraaminen polymeeri calque  
Chaapa-ai Chaapa-ai borrowing A Jaffa word that is used regularly in the show as a 

synonym for a Stargate. 
chevron* hakanen discursive creation  
coded energy signal koodattu energiasignaali calque  
command device komentolaite calque  
communication device viestintälaite calque  
communications array kommunikaatio-antenni discursive creation  
control crystal ohjauskristalli /  

ohjauskide 
calque /  
calque 

 

converted naquadria muuntunut naquadria calque + borrowing   
cool-down coordinate jäähtymispaikka generalisation  
coronaspheric shielding koronasfäärin suojat calque  
correlative update korrelaatiopäivitys /  

päivitys 
calque /  
reduction 

 

cruiser* risteilijä calque  
cryogenic capsule jäädytyskapseli generalisation  
cryogenic chamber jäädytyskammio generalisation  
cryogenic sleep syväuni discursive creation  
cryogenic suspension syväuni discursive creation  
cryogenic systems jäädytysjärjestelmä generalisation  
cryosleeper nukkuja generalisation  
crystal power core kristalliydin reduction  
death glider kuolemanliidokki calque  
deep underground 
excavation vehicle 

syvälle poraava kaivuri discursive creation  

DHD KPL 
 

discursive creation DHD = Dial-Home Device 
KPL = kotiinpaluulaite? 

DHD network KPL-verkosto discursive creation  
DHD program KPL-ohjelma discursive creation  
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dialing computer yhteystietokone discursive creation  
Dome* kupu calque an advanced piece of technology found on another 

planet 
Dome technology kuvun teknologia calque  
drone (technology)* tulitus  

  
generalisation + transposition Example: ‘The drones cease firing…’ ‘Tulitus 

loppuu…’  
drone (being)* kuhnuri calque an alien being 

 
‘Anubis' drones are kicking the crap out of the 
System Lords and we're next.’  ‘Anubisin 
kuhnurit murskaavat valtiaat. Me olemme 
seuraavat.’ 

drone soldier kuhnurisotilas calque  
duplicate O’Neill Kopio-O’Neill calque  
Earthling Maan asukki discursive creation  
energy absorption 
technology 

energianvaimennustekniikka discursive creation  

energy signature energia /  
merkki energiasta 

reduction  /  
synonymy 

1) ‘Remnants of a unique energy signature within 
its cells.’  ‘Soluissa on jäämiä ainutlaatuisesta 
energiasta…’  
2) ’There’s no energy signatures.’  ’Ei merkkejä 
energiasta.’ 

energy weapon energia-ase calque  
energy-based weapon energiapohjainen ase calque  
epsilon particle epsilonhiukkanen calque  
escape pod pakokapseli calque  
event horizon tapahtumahorisontti calque  
exhaust port assemblage poistoaukko discursive creation  
F-302 F-302 borrowing a class of space ship 
faster-than-light technology valoa nopeampi teknologia calque  
First Prime kaartin päällikkö /  

parhaimmisto 
discursive creation /  
generalisation 

Example 1: ‘[F]ormer First Prime of Apophis.’ 
‘Entinen Apofisin kaartin päällikkö.’ 

Example 2: ‘You were once the First Prime of 
Apophis.’  ‘Kuuluit kerran Apofisin 
parhaimmistoon.’ 

force field cell voimakenttä reduction  
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force field deactivation code kentän sulkukoodi reduction  
force field trap voimakenttä reduction ‘… it passed through the force field trap.’  ‘… se 

meni voimakentän läpi.’ 
the Four Races – omission ‘There's a reference in some partial translations 

that Dr. Jackson was working on from the library 
of the Four Races.’  ‘Löysin viitteitä joistain tri 
Jacksonin työstämistä käännöksistä.’ 

Gate* portti calque a regularly used abbreviation of a Stargate 
Gate activity porttitoiminta calque  
Gate address portin osoite /  

porttiosoite 
calque /  
calque 

 

Gate control porttivartio synonymy  
Gate log [has not been translated directly] generalisation ‘The Gate logs show that a group of Jaffa left the 

Alpha Site less than 24 hours before the attack.’ 
’Tietojemme mukaan ryhmä jaffoja lähti alfa-

alueelta vajaa vuorokausi ennen iskuja.’ 
Gate network porttiverkosto /  

portit /  
porttijärjestelmä 

calque /  
generalisation /  
synonymy 

 

Gate records portin tiedot /  
porttitiedot 

synonymy /  
synonymy 

 

Gate room porttihuone calque  
Gate room protocol porttikäytäntö reduction  
Gate system porttijärjestelmä /  

portit /  
porttisysteemi 

calque /  
generalisation /  
calque 

 

Gate technician porttiteknikko calque  
a Goa’uld, the Goa’uld(s)  goa’uld, goa’uldit borrowing an alien race 
Goa’uld (language) goa’uld borrowing  
Goa’uld host goa’uld-isäntä /  

goa’uldien isäntä 
borrowing + calque / 
borrowing + calque 

 

Goa’uld symbiote goa’uld-symbiootti /  
*goa’uldien symbiootti 

borrowing + calque / 
borrowing + calque 

*‘Goa’uldien symbiootti’ is an incorrect 
translation. Goa’ulds are the symbiotes,they do not 
have symbiotes themselves. 

greeven greeven borrowing ’Eat greeven, Jarlath.’  ‘Haista greeven, 
Jarlath.’ 
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Ha’tak vessel *Ha’takin alus borrowing + calque This translation is also misleading. From the 
translation it may seem that Ha’tak is a person, 
race or similar that owns the space ship in 
question, when in fact Ha’tak is just a name for a 
specific class of alien space ship. Thus a more 
correct translation would be Ha’tak-alus. 

the Hak’tyl hak’tylit borrowing the citizens of the planet Hak’tyl 
a Harsesis harsesis borrowing a humanoid being 
Hebridian – omission ‘Warrick has set us up some meetings with the 

highest-ranking members of the Hebridian 
government and business community.’  ‘Warrick 
on järjestänyt meille tapaamisia hallituksensa 
tärkeiden jäsenten kanssa.’ 

the Hebridians *hebridianit borrowing citizens of the planet Hebridan  
 
(a more grammatically Finnish translation would 
be hebridanilaiset) 

human-Goa’uld hybrid ihmisen ja goa’uldin risteymä calque + borrowing  
hybrid ship hybridialus calque  
hyperdrive emitter hypervaihteen emitteri discursive creation  
hyperdrive engine hypervaihdemoottori discursive creation + calque  
hyperdrive window  hypervaihdeikkuna  discursive creation + calque  
hyperspace bubble hyperavaruuskupla calque  
hyperspace generator hyperavaruusgeneraattori calque  
hyperspace window mission hyperavaruusikkunalento calque  
IDC 
 

IDC / 
TK 

borrowing /  
discursive creation 

IDC = Iris Deactivation Code  
TK = tunnistuskoodi? 

incoming wormhole muodostuva madonreikä discursive creation  
inertial compensator inertiatasaaja calque  
inertial dampening system inertiavaimentimet reduction  
Intelligence Oversight 
Committee 

valvontaryhmä / 
Tiedusteluvalvontakomitea 

discursive creation /  
calque 

 

iris* suljin discursive creation  
iris code suljinkoodi /  

sulkimen koodi 
discursive creation /  
discursive creation 

 

a Jaffa, the Jaffa jaffa, jaffat borrowing a humanoid race 
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jamming device häirintälaite calque  
Joma Secu Joma Secu borrowing a leadership battle between two Jaffa 
kelno’reem kelno’reem borrowing a Jaffa meditation method 
Kelownan 
(adjective) 

[has not been translated directly] transposition ‘the annual Kelownan research budget’  ‘puolet 
Kelownan tutkimusbudjetista’ (adjective becomes 
genitive case) 

Kelownan High Council *Kelownanin neuvosto borrowing + reduction As the country in question is called Kelowna, a 
more correct translation would be Kelownan 
neuvosto. 

the Kelownans kelownalaiset / 
*kelownanit /  
*kelownanilaiset 

borrowing /  
borrowing /  
borrowing 

a human race from the country Kelowna 

Kin’dra kin’dra borrowing a term for second-in-command Jaffa 
Kull Warrior Kull-soturi borrowing + calque  
Langaran – omission Langaran = someone/something from the planet 

Langara 
 
‘Without infrastructure, any uninhabited planet 
would not be able to sustain many Langaran 
refugees.’  ‘Ilman infrastruktuuria mikään 
asumaton planeetta ei voi pitää hengissä monta 
pakolaista.’ 

laser beam ring laser reduction ‘Chicks with laser beam rings and glowing eyes 
are classified under 11-C-9?’  ‘Pimut, joilla on 
laser ja hehkuvat silmät, on luokiteltu 11-C-
9:ssä?’ 

Link* Linkki calque an advanced piece of technology found on another 
planet 

long-range communicator pitkän matkan viestittäjä calque  
long-range scan – omission ‘They're currently expanding their search, 

conducting long-range scans of several systems 
adjacent to the route home.’  ‘He laajentavat 
etsintöjään, tutkivat järjestelmiä paluureitin 
varrella.’ 

long-range scanning control 
unit 

pitkän matkan skanneri reduction  
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the Madronans *madronaslaiset borrowing a human race from the planet Madrona 
 
(a more grammatically Finnish translation would 
be madronalaiset) 

MALP 
 

MALP borrowing MALP = Mobile Analytic Laboratory Probe 

MALP telemetry MALPin kaukomittaus /  
MALPin kaukomittaustulokset 

borrowing + synonymy / 
borrowing + amplification 

The dictionary translation for ‘telemetry’ is 
etäisyydenmittaus. 

matrix crystal matriisikide calque  
matrix memory module matriisimuistimoduuli calque  
matter stream transmitter lähetin reduction  
memory control – omission ‘Its system log seems to be isolated on a separate 

crystal from memory control.’  ‘Sen 
järjestelmäloki on eristettynä erillisellä kiteellä.’ 

memory crystal muisti reduction ‘... the memory crystal contained an enormous 
amount of information.’  ‘Muistissa oli valtava 
määrä tietoa.’ 

memory module muisti reduction ‘A cryosleeper's consciousness is stored in the 
same memory module that maintains the sleeper's 
body.’  ‘Nukkujan tietoisuus on tallennettu 
muistiin, joka pitää yllä ruumista.’ 

memory recall device muistinpalautuslaite synonymy  
mind probe mielenluotain /  

ajatustenlukija 
calque /  
discursive creation 

 

modified memory device muistilaite reduction  
mothership emoalus calque  
nanite technology naniittiteknologia borrowing + calque  
naqahdad naqahdah  borrowing  
naqahdah deposit naqahdah reduction ‘…the naqahdah deposit near the surface.’  ‘… 

pinnan lähellä olevassa naqahdah’ssa.’ 
naqahdah generator naqahdah-generaattori / 

naqahdahgeneraattori 
borrowing + calque /  
borrowing + calque 

 

naqahdah mine naqahdah-kaivos borrowing + calque  

naqahdah reactor naqahdah reduction ‘… we’d have won without the naqahdah reactor.’ 
 ‘… olisimme voittaneet ilman naqahdahia.’ 
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naqahdah refinery naqahdahjalostamo borrowing + calque  
naquadria naquadria borrowing  
naquadria deposit naquadria reduction ‘… her people have made no secret of their 

interests in our naqadria deposits.’ ’Hänen 
kansansa on avoimesti kiinnostunut 
naquadriastamme.’ 

navigational computer navigaatiotietokone calque  
NID NID borrowing NID = National Intelligence Department 
off-world muun maailman, muuhun 

maailmaan, etc. 
discursive creation Example 1: ’They have a mandate to acquire off-

world technology.’  ‘Heillä on lupa hankkia 
muun maailman teknologiaa.’ 
Example 2: ’[He’s going] off-world.’  ’[Hän 
menee] muuhun maailmaan.’ 

off-world status lupa matkustaa muihin maailmoihin discursive creation ‘The number of times the members of SG-1 have 
been compromised should have warranted at least 
a reconsideration of their off-world status.  ‘SG-
1:n asema on vaarantunut niin monta kertaa, että 
heidän lupansa matkustaa muihin maailmoihin 
olisi pitänyt tarkistaa.’ 

off-world travel matka muuhun maailmaan discursive creation  
orbital attack hyökkäys kiertoradalta calque  
the Others Muut calque a humanoid race 
outgoing wormhole pois lähtevä madonreikä / 

madonreikä ulos /  
lähtevä madonreikä 

calque /  
synonymy / 
calque 

 

part-Ascended osittain noussut calque  
personal shield kilpi reduction  
phaser fotonivahvistin discursive creation  
photon torpedo fotonitorpedo calque  
plasma pulse plasmasykäys calque  
plasma weapon plasma-ase calque  
power core voimaydin calque  
power core venting voimaytimen jäähdytys synonymy  
power diverter voimansiirtäjä calque  
reanimation device eloonherättämislaite discursive creation  
reanimation technology eloonherättämistekniikka discursive creation  
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reconnaissance drone tiedustelualus generalisation  
remote device kauko-ohjain synonymy ‘The remote device will activate it.’ ‘Sen voi 

aktivoida kauko-ohjaimella.’ 
remote program kaukoluotain discursive creation ‘…it’s definitely a remote program of some kind…’ 

 ‘Varmasti jokin kaukoluotain.’ 
the Replicators replikaattorit borrowing an alien race 
Repository of Knowledge tieto /  

tietovarasto 
generalisation /  
synonymy 

an advanced piece of technology 
 
Example: ‘Four years ago, when Colonel O'Neill 
had the Ancient Repository of Knowledge 
downloaded into his mind...’  ‘4 vuotta sitten, 
kun ikivanhojen tieto syötettiin eversti O’Neillin 
mieleen…’ 

rings* renkaat /  
siirtorenkaat 

calque /  
amplification 

 

ring platform rengasalusta calque  
ring room siirtorenkaat 

[has not been translated directly] 
  

transposition ‘I don’t think that we’re going to get back to the 
ring room that way.’ ’Emme taida päästä 
siirtorenkaiden luo tuota kautta.’ 

ring transporters siirtorenkaat discursive creation  
scanner control unit skanneriyksikkö reduction  
the Serrakin serrakinit borrowing an alien race 
SG team SG-tiimi /  

SG-ryhmä 
borrowing  + calque /  
borrowing + calque 

 

SG vest SG-liivi borrowing + calque  
SG-1 SG-1 borrowing  
SGC 
 

SGC /  
SG-komentokeskus /  
*portti 

borrowing /  
borrowing + amplification / 
generalisation 

SGC = Stargate Command, the military base where 
Earth’s Stargate activities take place 
 
Example: ‘Nothing I’ve catalogued as coming 
through the SGC.’  ‘En ole luetteloinut näitä 
*portista tulleiksi.’ 

shield generator suoja reduction ‘Apply auxiliary power to shield generators.’  
‘Ohjaa suojiin lisätehoa.’ 

shield strength suojien kestävyys synonymy  
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shol’va petturi /  
shol’va 

discursive creation /  
borrowing 

Example 1: ’Which is no doubt why the sho'lva 
will be accompanying us?’   
‘Minkä vuoksi petturi on seurassamme.’ 
Example 2: ‘Now you're nothing but a weak, 
pathetic shol’va.’  ‘Nyt olet vain heikko, 
säälittävä shol’va.’ 

single radius blast yhden säteen räjähdys calque  
sleep chamber jäädytyskammio discursive creation ‘Leaving Talthus, entering my sleep chamber, and 

then... then seeing your face, here.’  ‘Lähdin 
Talthukselta, menin jäädytyskammiooni ja näin 
kasvosi täällä.’ 

sleeper chamber kammio reduction  
space-born alien entity avaruussyntyinen muukalaisolento calque  
staff blast osuma /  

sauva-aseen isku /  
laukaus /  
tulitus  

reduction /  
amplification /   
reduction /  
generalisation 

 

staff weapon sauva-ase calque  
Stargate Stargate /  

portti /  
Tähtiportti  

borrowing /  
reduction /  
calque  

 

Stargate Command Stargaten komentokeskus /  
SGC /  
Stargaten johto /  
Stargaten komento 

borrowing + amplification / 
reduction /  
borrowing +calque /  
borrowing + calque 

 

Stargate Program Stargate-ohjelma borrowing + calque  
sub-atomic catalyst katalyytti reduction  
sublight engine alivalomoottori calque  
sublight engine power alivalomoottorit reduction ‘Without sublight engine power…’  ‘Ilman 

alivalomoottoreita…’ 
subspace communication 
network 

viestiverkosto reduction  

subspace wormhole aliavaruuden madonreikä calque  
subspace transmission lähetys aliavaruudesta calque  
Super Soldier supersotilas calque an alien being 
superconductive crystal superjohtava kide calque  
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symbiote holding tank symbiootin säilytysastia synonymy  
symbiote pouch symbioottipussi calque  
System Lord valtias discursive creation  
target DHD kohde-KPL calque + discursive creation  
target Gate haluttu portti /  

kohdeportti 
synonymy /  
calque 

 

the Tau’ri taurit borrowing a human race 
Tiranian  
(adjective) 

[has not been translated directly] transposition ‘The only thing you suffered under Tiranian rule 
was peace and good government.’ ’Tiranian 
vallan aikana kärsitte vain hyvästä hallinnosta.’ 
 
(adjective becomes genitive case) 

the Tiranians tiranialaiset borrowing a human race from the country Tirania 
to ascend nousta calque  
to be ascended olla noussut calque  
to be off-world olla muussa maailmassa discursive creation  
to beam oneself out poistua generalisation ‘It should prevent Osiris from beaming herself 

out.’  ‘Sen pitäisi estää Osirista poistumasta.’ 
to dial* valita numero /  

näppäillä numero /  
soittaa /  
ottaa koodi 

amplification /   
amplification /  
calque /  
discursive creation 

Example 1: ‘We tried dialing Earth…’  
‘Yritimme valita Maan numeron…’ 
Example 2: ‘…we believe that the Gates dial each 
other automatically…’  ’Ilmeisesti portit 
näppäilevät toistensa numeron automaattisesti…’ 
Example 3: ‘…when the Gate is dialing…’  ’Kun 
portille soitetaan…’ 
Example 4: ‘Open that iris and dial the Alpha 
Site.’  ’Avaa suljin ja ota alfa-alueen koodi.’ 

to dial out päästä ulos generalisation + transposition ‘… we have the only Gate that can dial out.’  ‘… 
porttimme on ainoa, jolla pääsee ulos.’ 

to gate home tulla portista kotiin discursive creation  
to implant oneself [in 
somebody] 

asettua [johonkuhun] synonymy  

to jump to hyperspace hypätä hyperavaruuteen calque  
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to kelno’reem vaipua kelno’reemiin  
 
+ two transposition translations 
shown on the right 

discursive creation + 
borrowing 
 
transposition / transposition 

kelno’reeming: a Jaffa practice of meditation 
 
Translated using transposition twice, as follows: 
1: ‘I know you don’t actually need to kelno’reem 
anymore…’  ‘Tiedän, ettet tarvitse enää 
kelno’reemia…’ (verb  noun) 
2: ’This is where I come to kelno’reem.’  ‘Tässä 
tulee kuvaan kelno’reem.’ (verb  noun) 

to probe [someone’s] mind luodata [jonkun] mieltä calque  
to ring [oneself] siirtää [itsensä] generalisation ‘What good's that gonna do? There's nowhere to 

ring to.’  ’Emme tietäisi, minne siirtää itsemme.’ 
to take a host / as a host ottaa isännäkseen / olla[/omistaa] 

isäntä 
calque /  
transposition 

1: Since your friend Sarah was taken as a host by 
Osiris, you have been unable to save 
her.’ ‘Koska Osiris otti Sarah’n isännäkseen, et 
ole voinut pelastaa häntä.’  
2: ‘… I was a leader of the Tok’ra before you had 
even taken a host.’ ’Olin tok’rien johtaja jo 
ennen kuin sinulla edes oli isäntää.’ 

to be transcended ylittää raja /  
olla ylittänyt 

transposition /  
calque 

1: ‘Oh, you were... what's the word? Transcended.’ 
 ’Te, miten se sanotaankaan, ylititte rajan?’ 

2: ‘Is she transcended, or ascended or something 
like that?’  ‘Onko hänkin ylittänyt? Tai noussut, 
tai jotain sellaista?’ 

to use a mind probe [on 
someone] 

luodata [jonkun] mieltä /  
tunkeutua [jonkun] mieleen  

transposition /  
transposition 

 

to zat – omission ‘I zatted a Jaffa.’  Has not been translated. 
a Tok’ra, the Tok’ra tok’ra, tok’rat borrowing an alien race 
Tok’ra symbiote *tok’rien symbiootti borrowing + calque *‘Tok’rien symbiootti’ is an incorrect translation 

as the Tok’ra are the symbiotes themselves. A 
more correct translation would be tok’ra-
symbiootti. 

torture stick kidutuskeppi calque  
transmission beam siirtosäde calque  
transport cycle siirtorengas discursive creation  
transport ring siirtorengas synonymy  
tretonin tretoniini borrowing  
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trinium dart trinium-nuoli borrowing + calque  
tunnel crystal tunnelikide calque  
an Unas, the Unas unas, unasit borrowing an alien race 
unauthorized activation ennaltailmoittamaton madonreikä discursive creation  
United Alliance of the 
System Lords 

Valtiaiden Liitto discursive creation  

unscheduled Gate activation ennalta ilmoittamaton portin käyttö discursive creation  
unscheduled incoming 
traveller 

ennalta ilmoittamaton saapuva 
matkustaja 

synonymy  

unscheduled off-world 
activation 

ennaltailmoittamaton aktivaatio / 
ennalta ilmoittamaton aktivointi /  
ennalta ilmoittamaton muun 
maailman aktivointi 

reduction /  
reduction /  
synonymy 

 

X-302 X-302 borrowing a class of space ship  
X-303 X-303 borrowing a class of space ship 
zat zat-ase amplification  
zat blast tulitus generalisation ‘… it wouldn’t matter how many staff or zat blasts 

were fired at it.’  ‘… tulituksen määrällä ei olisi 
väliä.’ 

zat gun zat-ase borrowing + calque  
zat weapon zat-ase borrowing + calque  
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